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Preface
Revolutions are not characterized by careful planning, and the flurry of

technology-related activity known as the "microcomputer revolution in educa-
tion" has been no exception. But after the initial excitement of innovation, a great
deal of hard work and careful planning must go into making revolutionary ideas
practical and useful in everyday life. Providing the vital information to make this
possible for instructional computing was the aim of a skilled group of individuals
who worked with the Appalachia EducationaI Laboratory's (AEL) "Technology
and Basic Skills Program." Under a contract with the National Institute for
Education (NIE), AEL f.parnpleted an assessment of microcomputer-related
needs for the four-state area of Kentucky, Tennessee, Virginia, and West
Virginia. The activities and results described in this booklet are products of the
creative and dedicated efforts of AEL staff and teachers from the four states.

The AEL Needs Assessment was accomplished over a six-month period
during 1984-85 and consisted of several phases of information-gathering and
analysis. This booklet describes the procedures and results of thisactivity in the
following sections:

Section f. INTRODUCTION An overview of a procedure called the DAP
method, a structured way of gathering information for a needs assessment.
Section I I: RESULTS OFTHEAEL NEEDS ASSESSMENTA summary of
data from the needs assessment conferences, gathered from teachers in the
four-state area.
Section ill: SUGGESTIONS FOR ADDRESSING IDENTIFIED NEEDS A
set of papers which synthesize and comment on the needs expressed during
the conferences in the areas of hardware, software, planning, and integra-
tion, and teacher training.
The Association for Educational Data Systems is indebted to C. Todd

Strohmenger, the Director of AEL's Technology and basic skills program, for
allowing AEDS to publish the strategies and findings of this important activity.
We are also indebted to AEL staff members Berma Lanham for conference
planning and support, Pat Cahape for brochure designs, Patricia Penn for
editing the position papers, and to the teachers for their part in accomplishing
the needs as'essment conferences: Peggy Hissom and Lou Spencer (Kentucky);
Rita Powers and Bob Evans, Tennessee; Phyllis Argento and Joe Soldan, West
Virginia; and Bernadette Burroughs and Richard Jones, Virginia.

M. D. Roblyer, Editor
January 1986
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The Appalachia Educational Laboratory (AEL)
The Appalachia Educational Laboratory (AEL) is located in Charleston,

West Virginia. Its mission is to improve education and educational opportunity
for persons who live in the primarily non-urban areas of its member-state region.
AEL accomplishes its mission by:

Documenting educational problems of the region and sharing the
information with both member states and other research and development (R &
D) producers;

Providing R & D technical assistance and training, which may include
adapting existing R & D products, to lessen documented problems of the region,
and

Continuing to produce R & D projects of national significance in the areas
of career guidance, lifelong learning, technology and basic skills, and others that
may be identified.

The brochures described in Appendix C and other information about AEL
projects, programs, and services is available by contacting the Distribution
Center, Appalachia Educational Laboratory, P. 0. Box 1348, Charleston, West
-V i rgi nia 25325.

The project presented here was performed pursuant to one or more
contracts and/or grants from the National Institute of Education (NIE), the U. S.
Department of Education. However, the opinions expressed do not necessarily
reflect the position or policy of AEL or ME, and no official endorsement by AEL
or NIE should be inferred.
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A Model for Assessing and Meeting Needs in Instructional Computing 5

Section I: INTRODUCTION
How a Needs Assessment Can Help

To many educators and administrators, instructional computing in the
1980's is a confusing array of computer products, procedures, and priorities. The
scope of problems involved in implementing computers as well as the
assortment of solutions which could be used to solve these problems is
growing daily. Even educational organizations who began with "Master Plans"
for Implementing computers in their schools are finding that they need more
specific information on computer-related problems and viable solutions in order
to insure that computers are being used to maximum effectiveness in schools.
Clearly, strategies are required to identify priority rt;;Os in instructional
computing and to isolate effective methods for meeting needs.

To provide the comprehensive, reliable information re-uired for planning
instructional computing use in the four-statearea it serves (Kentucky, Tennessee,
Virginia, and West Virginia), the Appalachia Educational Laboratory (AEL)
decided to perform a needs assessment with primary input coming from
teachers in each of the states. This method was seen as a systematic strategy for
accomplishing the following objectives:

Generating specific statements of present and desired conditions relating
to computer use in schools.

Prioritizing needs by state and by region.
Analyzing needs and deciding upon strategies for meeting them.

Although AEL's needs assessment focused on computer needs relating to
basic mathematics in the Appalachia area, the procedures and findings from this
effort should be of interest to computer-using educators and planners in all
content areas and in other parts of the country for several reasons:

1) Teacher-perceived needs The personnel selected to participate in the
needs assessment conferences were classroom teachers who had been using
computers with students for some time. The needs identified and summarized
here are therefore the perceptions of those most knowledgeable in the day-to-
day problems of implementing computers in school settings.

2) A coordinated multi-state effort Four states in the Appclach ia Region
participated in the needs assessment. This indicates that cooperative efforts
among states are not only workable, but extremely practical in terms of saving
time and costs associated with instruction& %;omputing activities.

3) Emphasis on specifics Primarily as a result of direction from the AEL
staff, the teachers focused on specific needs, rather than global recommenda-
tions. The results of this activity are immediately useful to those planning forand
funding the use of computers in schools. Most of the needs statementswere not
only applicable to mathematics, but, if addressed, could have an impact on all
aspects of instructional computing use in schools.

4) Generalizability of results Although results of similar needs assess-
ments conducted elsewhere could be expected to vary somewhat from state to
state, it could be expected that many of the results found here would also be
found to be priority concerns everywhere. Part of the process involved a review
of nation-wide needs expressed in the literature. This review confirmed the
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perspective that the "microcomputer revolution" hasgenerated similar problems
for everyone. Only the prioritizing of the problems seems to differ to any degree.

A Model Needs Assessment Method: The DAP Process
The strategy used to accomplish the AEL needs assessment is referred to by

an acronym: DAP. This stands for the three kinds of information addressed in the
needs assessment:

D Designative information, or statements of what is currently happening.

A Appraisive information, or statements of what is preferred.

P Prescriptive information, or suggestions of what to do when discrepancies
are identified between "what is" and "what is preferred".

The DAP process of needs assessment was developed by Drs. F. Lee Brissey
and John M. Nagle at the Center for Educational Policy and Management,
University of Oregon. It is described by Nagle and Balderson (1974) as a set of
structured concepts and procedures that members of any group can bring to
bear on the real-life, day-to-day needs of the group. AEL used an abridged DAP
process within the framework of the following steps to examine teacher
perceptions of needs in instructional computing:

STEP 1: Develop a process manual This document, shown in Appendix
A, was developed to structure both (a) the process of training teachers in how to
write useful statements of need and (b) the actual generation of statements by
teachers.

STEP 2: Identify participants Teachers from each of the participant states
were selected by their school systems to participate in a needs assessment
conference in their home state. Some 90 educators with experience in using
microcomputers in their classroom were recommended by an official of the
state's department of education for this activity. Tables 1 and 2 show the
characteristics of these participants and the kinds of microcomputer products
and activities with which they had experience.

STEP 3: Hold series of conferences to generate needs statements Four
conferences were held, one in each state, with 18-24 teachers participating in
each conference. A total of 90 teachers attended these conferences. They
received $100 per day plus expenses for their participation. Using the process
manual shown in Appendix A, the AEL staff trained the teachers to write good
needs statements and then guided them through the process of generating
statements representing needs in their individual states.The statements resulting
from these conferences are shown in Appendix B.

STEP 4: Hold follow-up conference to analyze statements From the
original group of 90 teachers, two teachers from each state were selected to
participate in a follow-up conference to examine the needs and conceptualize
strategies for dealing with them. Since each of the needs seemed to fall into four
general categories (software, hardware, planning and integration, and teacher
training), a consultant specializing in each of these areas v:as selected to work
with the teachers in groups. Each group accomplished the following tasks:

a) Clarifying the cluster of needs/problems A descriptive heading for the
group of problems was assigned, and a listing of the various categories of needs,
including illustrative need statements, was developed for each heading.

9
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b) Identifying solutions to the needs/problems The groups brainstormed
to develop solutions matched to each of the categories of problems and needs.
Then solutions were evaluated for practicality and effectiveness and summarized.

c) Developing guidelines for position paper The teachers, working with
the consultants, developed an outline of information on the extend of the
problem, as well as existing and proposed solutions, for the purpose of including
this information in a position paper.

STEP 5: Develop position papers summarizing needs and methods of
meeting them After the conferences were completed, the consultants created
position papers which summarized the needs and the existing and proposed
solutions matched to the needs in each of the four areas of concern.

STEP 6: Hold follow-up conference A final meeting of the eight teachers
was held to review the position papers, recommend revisions, and develop an
outline of brochures to summarize findings and to be disseminated to teachers in
the four-state area. A listing of titles and brief description of the brochures is
shown in Appendix C.

10
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Section II: RESULTS OF THE AEL
NEEDS ASSESSMENT

Summary of Results
Some 344 needs statements (shown in their entirety in Appendix B) were

generated during the conferences: 101 from Kentucky, 57 from Tennessee, 95
from Virginia, and 91 from West Virginia. Each of the statements was numbered
and received a code to indicate the state and group from which it came. Each
statement was also rated in terms of its importance on a scale of 0 (low) to 5
(high) by all of the conference participants. The result is a statement which
contains the components shown in the following example.

STATE
GROUP CODE

NUMBER OF ITEM FROM GROUP

IORIGINAL REFERENT

WV A 03 Training, specific prog
Teachers tio not have skills in using
Computer management programs. ie grading, record keeping
Teachers do have skills in computer management programs

STANDARD DEVIATION 1.26
3.36RATING

SUPER REFERENT
ORIGINAL "WHAT IS"

ORIGINAL "WHAT IS PREFERRED"

Participants generated the original statements of "what is" and "what is
preferred" using an initial referent (a broad topic about which they wanted to
describe a particular need). Because an abridged DAP process was used, there
was no attempt at the time of the conference to collapse statements in order to
remove redundancies. Consequently, "super referents" were later generated to
facilitate discussing and analyzing the needs statements. Using these "super
referents," the needs statements were then clustered according to their mean
importance rating. Tables 3-6 show the need statement codes by-state for those
items with ratings of 4.00 - 5.00. These are, therefore, the highest priority needs in

each state.
Table 7 shows a summary of highest priority needs (rated 4.50-5.00) across

the region, while Table 8 shows the frequency of top-rated concerns expressed
in percentages. Table 9 lists the highest priority statements for each state.

1.1
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Table 1
Participant Demographic Data

(Frequencies)

Sex

Female

Male

Total

WV

13

10

23

KY

13

10

23

VA

11

13

24

TN

9

9

18

School Enrollment (ranges) 170-1700 160-1600 500-2600 200-1300
Grade Levels

High School 10 12 17 4
Jr. High 6 3 4 7

Elementary 6 6 1 4

Others (supervisors) 1 2 2 3

Communities

Urban 5 2 9 4
Suburban 9 11 3 8

Rural 9 10 11 6

Missing 0 0 1 0

12
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Table 2
Microcomputer Demographic Data

(Frequencies)

Computers Utilized
WV KY VA TN

Apples 20 18 16 17

Apple only 10 11 8 11

Radio Shack 8 5 7 2

Radio Shack only 1 3 4 1

Commodore 64 3 3 4 2

Commodore 64 only - 2

Commodore Pet 2 3
Commodore Pet only 1

Vic 20 2 1

Vic 20 only 1

IBM PC 5 2 1 1

IBM PC Jr. 1 1 1

IBM Sys 36 1

Franklin - 1 2

Atari 1 1 2 1

TI 99/4A 2 1

TI PC 1

Ohio State Inst. 1

Plato - 2

Hewlitt/Packard 1

Digital 1

Tec Tronics 1

Configuration

Lab + Classroom 5 5 6 8

Laboratory only 5 9 14 5

Classroom only 13 9 4 5

Networked Lab 1 5 6 4

Independent Lab 8 9 16 9

Classroom use 18 14 10 13

Classes Using Computers

Basic math 10 11 6 15

Computer math 2 3 2

Only advanced math 2 3 2

Only programming and/or
computer literacy 7 4 12 1

13
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Table 3
Referents of Need Items
with Means = 4.50-5.00

Kentucky
N=23

Item Super Referent n Mean s.d.

KYCO1 Hardware access, student 23 4.74 0.54
KYD09 Hardware access, student 23 4.70 0.56
KYD22 Software criteria 21 4.67 0.48
KYBO3 Hardware access, student 22 4.64 0.58
KYA02 Software criteria 23 4.57 0.66
KYC12 Training, instruction use 23 4.57 0.66
KYD12 Hardware access, teacher 23 4.57 0.59
KYA08 Software preview 23 4.52 0.73
KYA13 Training, ccrnputer use 22 4.50 0.67

Table 4
Referents of Need Items
with Means = 4.50-5.00

Tennessee
N=23

Item Super Referent n Mean s.d.

TNB13 Training, computer use 18 4.72 0.67
TNA01 Training, computer use 18 4.67 0.59
TNB04 Training, computer usa 18 4.61 0.61
TNC03 Training, computer use 18 4.56 0.62
TNA16 Software topics 17 4.53 0.62
TNA18 Software access 18 4.50 0.71

Table 5
Referents of Need Items
with Means = 4.50-5.00

Virginia
N=23

Item Super Referent n Mean s.d.

VAB18 Software topics 24 4.63 0.58
VADO6 Training, instruction use 24 4.50 0.58

14
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Table 6
Referents of Need Items
with Means = 4.50-5.00

West Virginia
N=23

Item Super Referent n Mean s.d.

WVB02 Hardware'access, teacher 22 4.68 0.48

WVB10 Software preview 23 4.65 0.78

WVC04 Hardware access, student 23 4.65 0.57

WV 007 Hardware access, student 23 4.57 0.66

WVA10 Training, instruction use 21 4.52 0.75

WVD09 Software access 23 4.52 0.90
WVC08 Hardware access, student 22 4.50 0.74
WVD08 Hardware access, student 22 4.50 0.80

Table 7
List of Combined Need Items

from the Region with
Means from 4.50-5.00

Item Super Referent n Mean a.d.

KYCO1 Hardware access, student 23 4.74 0.54

TNB13 Training, computer use 18 4.72 0.67

KYD09 Hardware access, student 23 4.70 0.56

WVB02 Hardware access, teacher 22 4.68 0.48

TNA01 Training, computer use 18 4.67 0.59

KYD22 Software criteria 21 4.67 0.48

WVB10 Software preview 23 4.65 0.78

WVC04 Hardware access, student 23 4.65 0.57
KYBO3 Hardware access, student 22 4.64 0.58

VAB18 Software topics 24 4.63 0.58

TNB04 Training, computer use 18 4.61 0.61

KYA02 Software criteria 23 4.57 0.66

KYC12 Training, instruction use 23 4.57 0.66

WVD07 Hardware access, student 23 4.57 0.66

KYD12 Hardware access, teacher 23 4.57 0.59
TNC03 Training, computer use 18 4.56 0.62
TNA16 Software topics 17 4.53 0.62
WVD09 Software access 23 4.52 0.90
WVA10 Training, instruction use 21 4.52 0.75

KYA08 Software preview 23 4.52 0.73

WVD08 Hardware access, student 22 4.50 0.80
WVC08 Hardware access, student 22 4.50 0.74

TNA18 Software access 18 4.50 0.71

KYA13 Training, computer use -f ez 22 4.50 0.67

VADO6 Training, instruction use i ti 24 4.50 0.58
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Table 8
Frequency of Top Concerns

(Rated 4.00 - 5.00) Within States

WV KY VA TN TOTALS
Topic # 0/0 4 % 4 ¼ # Vo It %

Computer Literacy 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%
Funding 1 4% 1 2% 0 0% 0 0% 2 2%
Hardware access. student 8 33% 6 13% 6 35% 3 14% 23 21 0./t)
Hardware access, teacher 3 13% 1 2% 0 0% 0 0% 4 4%
Hardware repair 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%
Hardware security 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%
Integration 1 4% 2 4% 2 12% 6 29% 11 10%
Plannin g/direction 1 4% 9 20% 1 6% 0 0% 11 10%
Software access 1 4% 4 9% 1 6% 2 10% 8 7%
Software criteria 2 8% 4 9% 1 6% 1 5% 8 7%
Software preview 2 8% 1 2% 0 0% 1 5% 4 4%
Software reviews 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 1 5% 1 1%
Software topics 1 4% 7 16% 2 12% 2 10% 12 11%
Teacher incentives 1 4% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 1 1%
Training, computer use 1 4% 6 13% 3 18% 4 19% 14 13%
Training, instructional use 2 8% 4 9% 1 6% 1 5% 8 7%
Training, specific program 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%
Other 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0% 0 0%

TOTALS 24 100% 45 100% 17 100% 21 100% 107 100%

List of Needs Staten.,..nts Rated 4.50 - 5.00
by Teachers in the Four States

Kentucky:
Many schools do not have computers. 4.74
There is not enough equipment in the individual schools. 4.70
The organization and direction of computer programs is set up by
non-computer people. 4.67
Many teachers have limited access to hardware. 4.57
Software appears designed by non-educators. 4.57
Many teachers do not have adequate knowledge about computers and
their use in the classroom. 4.57
Teachers choose software by word-of-mouth or advertisement. 4.52
Many teachers don't know how or are afraid to use computers. 4.50

1 6
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Table 9 continued

A Model tor Assessing and Meeting Needs in Instructional Computing

Tennessee:
There is a general inadequacy of teacher computer knowledge/training.
Teachers are not adequately trained to use the microcomputer.
Teachers have varying levels of "computer anxiety."
Teachers view computers with some anxiety.
Quality software is not available to fit state and local math programs.
There is much public domain software which teachers are unawareof or
unable to obtain.

4.72
4,67
4,61
4,56
4.53

4,50

Virginia:
There are limited simulation programs available. 4.63
Many math teachers are not knowledgeable in how to use computers in

teaching math. 4.50

West Virginia:
Few teachers have access to an adequate number of computers for
instruction. 4.68
Teachers do not know how to add computer use to their classrooms. 4.52
There is a lack of equipment in schools. 4.57
There is a limited amount of available software in each school. 4.52
There are not enough computers available to meet student needs. 4.50

Analysis of Results
As Tables 8 and 9 indicate, many top-rated concerns were common onesfor

the entire region:
Access to hardware for teachers and students Simply obtaining

enough computers of the appropriate kind for teacher and student use was the
major overall concern. Teachers felt that, while not the answer to all problems of
instructional computing implementation, having enough computers is a pre-
requisite for success in this area.

Methods of integrating computers into school and classroom activities
Conferees expressed general concern that insufficient plP,nning for instructional
computing, both financial and logistical, is being done at the school, district, and
state level. Teachers expressed the need for clarification as to what they are
expected to teach in the way of computer literacy skills. They also seemed to feel
that, for integrating computers into content instruction, it is essential that district
and state-level curricular objectives be coordinated with specific software
products. They felt that much good courseware is not used because teachers
cannot easily determine from available information which packages are a good
match for teachers' curricular objectivss.

Access to information about software sources and to reviews of software
Although much information exists about software and its quality, teachers

seom to have difficulty locating the information. Ready sources of this in-
formation at the teacher level are needed. Teachers are forced to choose
software by word-of-mouth and advertisement. Consequently, the software they
select is often disappointing in quality and usefulness in meeting their needs.

Access to high quality software Even after teachers have located
references to software they feel may meet their needs, it is often difficult to obtain

17
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preview copies. Also, since high-quality software is often the most expensive,
funds are frequently lacking to purchase the desired materials.

Access to software which addresses topics of concern to teachers
Concerns were also expressed about the lack of software types which teachers
considered of key importance. They want more simulations, tutorials, and
programs that address problem-solving and higher-level skills.

Training in computer operations and instructional uses Finally,
teachers felt that inadequate attention was being paid to training both teachers
and supervisory personnel in computer use. They felt that such training was
essential in the entire continuum of computer use, from basic computer
operations to methods of integrating software into content areas.

18
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Section HI: STRATEGIES FOR
ADDRESSING IDENTIFIED NEEDS

introduction of Authors and Topics
After teachers in the needs assessment conferences identified specific

needs related to instructional computing in their respective states, they sug-
gested a variety of practical, effective strategies for meeting these needs. Four
position papers were written to summarize and elaborate on their suggestions in
the target areas of planning and integration, hardware, software, and training.
The individuals selected to develop a summary position paper are recognized
specialists in the area. A brief introduction to the authors is given below:

Software
M. D. Roblyer

Florida A&M University Tallahassee, Florida
Currently an Associate Professor of Computer Education, M. D. Roblyer has

written extensively on all areas of instructional computing use. Her latest major
work is Measuring the impact of Computers in Instruction: A Non-technical
Review of Research for Educators. She has published a grammar software series
with the Milliken Publishing Company, and has worked at all levels of education
and in industry training. Her specialty areas include instructional design and
evaluation of software.

Hardware
Charles R. Sanders

Governor's Educational Policy Unit Tallahassee, Florida
Mr. Sanders work with computers is one aspect of his responsibility as an

Education Budget Analyst for the Governor's Office, State of Florida. Retired
from the military and with a Master's degree in Business Administration, Mr.
Sanders specializes in identifying and analyzing the economics of using com-
puters in education. He also teaches university computer courses to future
teachers.

Planning and Integration
Jose P. Mestre

University of Massachusetts Amherst, Massachusetts
Desig ning and teaching courses to develop problem-solving skills is one

interest of Jose Mestre, visiting assistant professor of physics at the University of
Massachusetts. He is also 'director of supplemental math instruction in the
Dean's Office of Natural Science and Mathematics. Dr. Mestre designs mini
lessons in math for a videotape resource library as well as educational software
to teach problem-solving in mathematics.

19
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Training
John B. Cook

Area Education Agency 6 Marshalltown, Iowa

John Cook provides consultation in instructional computing, science, and
mathematics to teachers and administrators in 21 Iowa school districts. His B.S.,
M.A., and Ph.D. degrees are from the University of Minnesota. He has taught at
both secondary and university levels and has developed instructional computi ng
software for publication. Among his intriguing software titles are "Evolve,"
"Legacy," and "Take It."
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Software issues and Answers for the '80's:
Quality, Availability, and Access

M. D. Roblyer
Introduction:

The AEL Study The Nation In Microcosm
The 1984-85 Needs Assessment Conferences sponsored by the AEL

Technology and Basic Skills (TAB) Program were held to gather data on specific
needs and recommendations on microcomputer use from mathematics teachers
in the four-state area. During this conference series, teacher-participants gave
some clear indications of current instructional software needs and suggested
strategies for meeting these needs. Three distinct types of software issues were
identified:

Quality Ways of improving and assuring software's instructional
soundness, ease of use, and responsiveness to teacher requirements.

Access Methods of locating proven-effective software with desired
characteristics.

Availability Strategies for obtaining software for review, evaluation, and
purchase, and ways of improving access to training in the optimal use of good
software.

While some of the issues and problems perceived by Conference participants
were recognized as idiosyncratic to a particular State or the region, most were
seen as indicative of teacher needs on a national level. Furthermore, the group
agreed that these software concerns must be addressed quickly and effectively if
educators are to see any substantial benefits from instructional computing.
Finally, it was recognized that software needs must be addressed in concert with
other areas identified as priorities during the Conferences, namely: financial and
curricular planning, hardware acquisition and use, and inservice and preservice
training. Thus, the findings of the AEL Needs Assessment Conferences have
implications for more effective use of computers throughout the educational
system and for improving education itself.

The purposes of this paper are to:
Summarize and expand upon the software needs outlined during the

Conferences,
Document, as much as possible, the nature and extent of the three kinds

of software problems, throughout the region and the nation, and
Outline strategies, both those in current use in the country and completely

innovative ones, for meeting present software needs.

Software Problems, Issues and Needs

Even before instructional computing became synonymous with micro-
computers in the minds of educators, many forward-thinking practitioners
predicted that the impact of computers on instruction would hinge upon
software: its quality, its accessibility to schools, and its appropriate use by
teacher. As early as 1968, during the Conference on Computer-Assisted
Instruction and the Teaching of Mathematics held at Pennsylvania State
University (NCTM, 1968), prominent computer educators in the field were
acknowledging the critical importance of software and the problems involved
with developing and using it properly. A common conference theme reflected the
belief at the time that there would be a software revolution within the decade: an
explosion of new, high quality computer-based instruction which would
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drastically Improve the Impact of computers on teaching and learning.
Now, more than 15 years later, it has become apparent that the revolution

was not as much in software as in hardware. Availability of low-cost, high-
reliability equipment, while still not optimal, has Improved dramatically. Software
design and use has changed, too, but experts are in disagreement that it has
measurably Improved. It is apparent that much work remains V.) be done to
improve the usefulness of computer-based Instruction for classror.nn teachers.

Need #1:
Software Quality

One generally-agreed upon observation by AEL Conference teachers that
"too much software is garbage" Is a candid summary of a pervasive problem. A
recent study conducted by the National Association of Elementary School
Principals (Standards for Software, 1982) indicated that microcomputer users
are much happier with their hardware than their software. While 50% of the
respondents gave hardware generally good reviews, only 28% did so for
software. There is little evidence in the literature that this perception has
improved in the past three years. However, one reason for this perceived lack of
quality may be the lack of consensus on what "good software" is. Several
characteristics were identified to help define needs for quality software in the
context of the current study. These can be summarized in the following five
categories.

Minimum Requirement
Certain features were recognized as essential minimum characteristics of all

software, regardless of purpose or type. Two which may be found in all software
criteria checklists (Roblyer, 1983) are: technical soundness or the lack of
programming "bugs" and breaks during program execution, and content
accuracy or freedom from spelling, grammar, punctuation, and factual errors.

Desirable instructional Strategies
Another agreed-upon important aspect of quality in software which is often

nadequately addressed is instructional soundness in terms of effective teaching
strategies. Baker (1985) observes that current software developers tend to rely
on their own experience rather than depend on theory. While identifying whether
or not a given strategy works, we know some things from learning theory and
practice which can direct us in ascertaining software quality. For example:

1. Concrete examples Instruction for many mathematics concepts at
pre-college levels is most effective if it includes graphic demonstrations along
with the more abstract verbal explanations.

2. Hierarchical sequence Building on a simple-to-complex skills
sequence is essential to most math software of a drill or tutorial nature.

3. Allowance for short-term memory Students should not be asked to
remember many screens-full of information in order to solve a problem or answer
a question.

4. Concept learning Although not enough is known about efficient
methods of teaching problem-solving, a great deal has been well-documented
about effective strategies for teaching both concrete and defined concepts
through attribute isolation (Merrill & Tennyson, 1977).
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5. Cueing There is evidence that, in many skill tasks, students profit from
directing their attention to relevant aspects of a problem. This technique, called
cueing, can often be effectively done with computer-based features.

Other aspects of instructional effectiveness are specific to certain skills.
Some strategies for communicating difficult concepts to students have been
developed over time by expert teachers, and software should reflect these.
Finally, software, as with all instructional materials, should be free of misleading
or obtuse explanations of concepts.

Responsiveness to Teacher Needs
Teachers in .the AEL Conferences were most aware of what software

COULD do for them as compared to what it is doing now. As Blaschke (1979)
observed after a survey of software use, "The major bottleneck limiting the
widespread and effective use of microcomputers in elementary and secondary
schools is the availability of quality software which meets high-priority user
needs." Defining quality in terms of ones classroom needs seems very pragmatic,
since it doesn't matter how good the experts may think a product is if it lends
minimal assistance with tasks assigned by the district, State, and/or society. The
following features seem especially relevant:

1. Software types Teacher observation that most software is of the drill
variety is supported by a recent report of the Educational Products Information
Exchange (EPIE, 1985). Approximately 63.5% of all software was drill-and-
practice, 32% was tutorial, 19.9% game, and only 8% simulation. Teachers felt
that, while drill software was often useful, they could also make good use of
tutorial and simulations in many areas of their curricula.

2. Curriculum-specific Teachers also see the need for software matched
to the district and State-mandated objectives. At this time, much available
software seems to have been designed without any specific curricula in mind. In
his review of the software state-of-the-art, Becker (1982) concurred in this
perception and said that "most educational software is written in short,
disconnected modules that are unrelated to one another and are not clearly tied
to other instructional activities or to specific textbooks." Baker (1985) writes that
the "domain of existing software is populated by a random collection of rather
narrowly conceived instructional entities rather than well-conceptualized
sequences of instructional programs." Clearly, software will not be optimally
useful until it is carefully integrated with other teaching responsibilities and
resources. Cross-referencing of State-mandated SOL's with software is a key
component of this need.

3. Higher-order levels Another perceived quality-related need is for
software which addresses higher-order levels of basic skills. Much software
available to teach basic skills appears to stress low-level tasks, as opposed to
problem-solving and application tasks. Since both are required on State-
mandated lists, software should be available to address them.

4. Management systems An efficiency feature which many teachers
seem to feel is desirable is a capability within the software to collect data and
provide reports on student progress. These computer-management systems
should be both responsive to teacher date collection requirements and be as
easy-to-use as possible within a classroom environment.
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Cost-offectivenoss and Efficiency
A continuing popular hypothesis regarding computer-based instruction has

been that large-scale use of computers could be a very cost-effective means of
delivering high-quality Instruction (Norris, 1979). Some proponents of this
philosophy believe that mainframe-based systems with terminals are required to
achieve high cost-per-unit benefit. And, Indeed, It is generally recognized that
storing and presenting comprehensive curricula require more machine capabili-
ty than stand-alone microcomputers can currently provide. However, teachers
feel they can also benefit from microcomputer software which can be networked,
copied, or licensed In order to make It more cost-effective to use the same
product with many machines.

Documentation
Software, like all Instructional materials, Is most useful if It Is accompanied

by directions on where it fits in the teacher's curriculum and specific lesson
plans. Some major national projects have even been developed to assist teachers
in integrating software Into their curriculum (DISC, 1983). Since figuring out how
to use software in conjunction with other activities and media is a critical
requirement for teachers, the usefulness of computer-based products could be
greatly enhanced If they were accompanied by teacher manuals and other
documentation which described how to implement the courseware in step-by-
step detail.

Need Area #2:
Software Access Locating Desired Software

With instructional computing, It Is appropriate to cite Goldberg's (1985)
quote from Pogo that "We are faced with insurmountable opportunities." Th3
hypothesized potential of computers In education is tremendous, yet access to
Information about available software is a major hurdle for computer-using
educators. In a study of 10 large school districts between 1982 and 1984,
Moskowitz and Birman (1985) report that "research and dissemination of
information on appropriatr: instructional (computing) materials" and "surveys of
hardware and software features" are two current primary needs. Goldberg
(1985), in documenting the nature of computer-related calls to the Wayne
County, Michigan School District, confirms that information about software to
meet specific curricular needs Is often the subject of the inquiries.

Teachers in the AEL study discussed Information needs of three kinds:
1. Tested and/or researched software The most desirable kind of

software is also the .most rare. Software products which have gone through
rigorous field-testing and revision to ascertain quality before release is almost
unheard of in the field. Most of what is available seems to be on the older systems
such as Computer Curriculum Corporation and PLATO or has been translated
from these systems for microcomputers. As Roblyer (1983) points out, "...our
knowledge about what should work with given students is something less than
scientific at this time. Without.., evidence from tryouts with students, decisions
on whether or not the instruction is effective will remain largely guesswork." A
document which summarized available field-tested programs may be very short,
but would be extremely useful to teachers selecting software.
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2. Public domain software Although free software is often worth as much,
it represents a valuable source of materials for those with limited or nonexistent
funds. Teachers need information on what is available and where they can obtain
it.

3. Software with specific characteristics As Goldberg (1985) documented,
many teacher inquiries about software concern locating products which cover
specific topics or addresses certain target groups of students. As the Most recent
EPIE (1985) survey found, about 25% of all CAI programs are on math areas. But
even in math, most software seems to address primarily certain areas such as
math facts and is aimed at a general student population. Nearly 70% of It runs
only on the Apple family of microcomputers. Problems arise when teachers need
software for specific populations such as gifted or special students, for specific
areas such as problem-solving sequences or consumer skills, and for other-
than-Apple equipment. Even though it has been developed in a number of cases,
it also seems difficult to locate software which is able to be networked or
licensed. A comprehensive, readily-available data base of specific information
about software characteristics is clearly lacking.

Need Area #3:
Software and Training Availability

Reviewing, Purchasing, and Using Software
As mentioned above, the lack of well-tested, proven effective courseware

with built-in integration strategies presents real problems for practitioners
because they cannot buy products without first previewing them for quality and
addressing the issue of when and how to use it. Once teachers are able to locate
software which at least has the appearance of meeting specific curricular needs,
they are faced with the further problem of reviewing it, purchasing it, and
determining how to use it optimally in their classrooms. The following represent
the primary problems teachers face in this area.

Pre-screening Needs
Several organizations recognized the quality control problem early in the

decade and developed courseware review and evaluation projects to meet this
growing need. Roblyer (1983) documents the review criteria and procedures of
five of these organizations. Others have since joined this group on a national and
state level. For a time, it was hoped that teachers would be able to purchase
software based on information from these sources. However, it now seems that
these reviews can provide only some of the information required by teachers to
make purchasing decisions. As NIE adviser Lawrence Grayson (1984) notes,
"The concept of trying programs before they are purchased is an important one.
Although the materials may have been evaluated and found to be effective, it may
not be the most suitable for the particular application or class one has in mind."
Although published reviews provide general screening information (titles, topic
areas, evidence of minimum standards), teachers usually require more detailed,
comprehensive information to determine if a given package really meets their
specific needs.

Software review is a time-consuming task, becoming more so as the
software market expands. Information on pre-screened software, while not ade-
quate for making purchasing decisions, can greatly assist teachers by cutting
down the amount of time they must spend on obtaining and reviewing software.
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Obtaining Software for Review
Teachers are met with two kinds of problems In their attempts to preview

software. First, they may have difficulty getting the software on a pre-purchase
basis. For some educational organizations, this is becoming less of a problem as
the software publishing industry moves toward a 30-day free trial policy. Still,
many schools have purchase order arrangements which make It difficult, if not
impossible, to return products once they are ordered. A second problem is the
sheer amount of time it takes to review thoroughly a given software package,
especially one of the more comprehensive ones. While It seems essential that
someone closely involved with planning and carrying out classroom instruction
should review the package, teachers are usually hard pressed to review all the
possible products In order to select the most effective and least expensive ones
for their purposes.

Funding for Software Purchases
A further issue In obtaining software has a familiar ring to educators. The

perennial problem of finding funds for high-quality materials is especially
difficult with instructional computing, since most money in this area is
designated for the purchase of hardware. A relatively small amount is allocated
for software. Although the average cost of software Is from $30440 per disk, a
comprehensive software series most desirable from an integration standpoint

can run into the hundreds of dollars. For example, one popular math series is
from $250 to $375, depending on whether disks contain the management system.
If software is not networkable or not able to be licensed for multiple copying,
teachers are required by copyright law to purchase one copy per machine. This
places an even greater, often insurmountable, financial burden on school
resources.

Guldance on Software Use
A final software-related problem is access to information about how to use

products in an effective way. As Stecher (1984) notes, the Congressional Office
of Technology has expressed concerns over the inadequate level of teacher
skills in dealing effectively with technology in the classroom. Stecher (1984) and
Pogrow (1985) report major projects aimed at providing expertise with software
usage. Such information and training must be available to teachers on a
widespread basis if software is to be used to optimal benefit in schools.

Strategies for Meeting Needs
As the previous discussion has indicated, software quality, access, and

availability needs are immediate, widespread, and of critical importance to the
success of future instructional computing activities. Although the problems are
great, they can be overcome if certain conditions are met. First, there must be
general consensus on the nature and magnitude of the problems. The AEL
Needs Assessment Conferences have gone a long way toward achieving this
estantial step. Second, practical strategies must be carefully matched to each
need to form a coherent plan. Finally, there must be substantial support on the
pert of participants for carrying out the planned strategies. These latter two steps
will be the mission of the AEL and its members in the months to come.

The ideas expressed in this position paper can form the basis for the
software portion of a regional instruction computing plan. However, the field of
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instructional computing is changing as rapidly as technology itself. Today's
workable solutions may be unusable tomorrow because of altered conditions.
The nature of the planning process in this evolving area requires that planners be
flexible enough to modify strategies based on new information. Indeed, they
should build this assumption of modification into any plan they develop.

Improving Software Quality and Usefulness
As former U. S. Commissioner of Education Bell (1984) admits, the

educational software picture is currently disappointing. But he expresses hopes
that it could improve measurably in the future. Some of the following strategies
for improving quality have been known for sometime, but have not been carried
out in a coordinated way.

Teacher Input to Publishers and Developers
One way of increasing software responsiveness to teacher needs is to let

teachers take a more active role during software development. Baker (1985)
acknowledges that "...many classroom teachers are now in a position to tell
instructional software implementers what is needed in the classroom. Such
direction will have a profound effect upon the characteristics of software used in
future computer-based learning systems."

Although many publishers employ teachers as advisors, this advice may or
may not be representative of needs in the region, and it may or may not be
heeded. The desires of teachers would have maximum impact if they were
documented and collected in an organized way and channeled to developers
through a formal mechanism such as a regional or State task force. The following
benefits would accrue:

Developers may respond more positively to teacher input if they knew
they were creating a large potential market for their products.

Developers and publishers would have a clearer message on what
teachers really want in software products.

Toachers could be more certain that software was directed toward their
specific regional or State needs.

With a conduit for input such as this, teachers could make a strong case for
requiring field tests of software among their own students and for. )rrelations of
software skills to State-mandated curricular objectives.

Development by Consortia
Software development has been and continues to be a labor-intensive,

expensive activity, Arthur Melmed (1984) of the U. S. Department of Education
says that a figure of $30,000 per hour r high-quality software is not unreasonable.
While schools clearly must depend on publis: 's to shoulder most of the
software development expense, it is occasionally beneficial for a State or region
to develop a package to meet a high-priority need which is not otherwise being
aTessed. In this case, the cost uf development can be amortized over several
organizations if they are able to achiev" consensus on desired software
objectives and characteristics. Other stes and districts (e.g., Minnesota
Educational Computing Consortium; Houston Independent School District;
Marion County, (Florida) School District) have alieady initiated such develop-
ment efforts, and some have successfully covered their costs by marketing the
software outside the region.
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Roblyer (1981) has proposed a cost-effective instructional design model for
large-scale efforts such as this which can greatly facilitate software development.
Trained personnel and teacher-release time are a requirement for such activities,

but the products resulting from this kind of systematic effort can be a major
benefit to computer-using educators.

Research on Software Effectiveness
Although computers have been in schools for some twenty years, not

enough is known about specific software design and use features which contrib-
ute to effectiveness (See Roblyer, 1985). Most research on these topics is caTried

out in universities. However, school districts are in a unique position to contrib-
ute to the data base of knowledge on this topic. Research efforts, like
development activities, would be most useful if they were organized on a regional

or State-level basis and directed toward identifying aspects of software which are

specifically geared to their student populations. Studies which compare the
relative effectiveness of microcompu'er versus large-scale systems would be
especially useful, since so few of these studies have been done and since they
would help guide purchasing decisions for the region.

Improving information Flow on Quality Software

Several strategies may be effectively employed to link up teachers with
sources of information about software. Some of these require funds and
specialized equipment, but others simply call for more coordinated efforts at
collecting and disseminating available data.

Major Sources of Product information
Holznagel (1983) describes three major sources of software product

evaluation information. These include:
1. The RICE (Resources in Computer Education) Data Base Available

from the MicroSIFT Project at the Northwest Regional Educational Lab and
accessible by anyone with a subscription to the BRS network, this data base
contains information on available products, as well as the results of evaluations
which have been performed by MicroSIFT and others.

2. EPIE (Educational Products Information Exchange) This project
involves the Consumer's Union (pub': 1.; er of Consumer Reports) and several
large school districts. Its purpose is to evaluate software and publish the reviews.
School districts and states may subscribe to this service.

3. Magazines and journals There are approximately 25 periodicals which
contain software reviews of some kind.

Still another source of product information is the Software Facts on File
published by Facts on File in New York. Educators may subscribe to this and
receive a compendium of software reviews every two months.

Regional and State Clearinghouses
Although compilations of product information seem to be available,

teachers still do not have the time or funds to accessthem. An agency which will
act as "middle-person" is necessary to act as a conduit between them and the
sources. This may be accomplished by establishing a regional or State-level
clearinghouse which offers the following kinds ofservices:
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1. Searches of data bases The clearinghouse maintains subscriptions to
electronic networks and other sources of information and does searches on
request for software titles and reviews in given areas.

2. Publisher catalogs The clearinghouse also serves as a central
repository of publisher catalogs, so that teachers can obtain them without
contacting a variety of publishers.

3 Hot-line for requests In order to locate a specific product (e.g., a
package to teach integers to remedial seventh graders), the agency could
establish a resource hot-line through which teachers could place requests.

4. Newsletter with titles of pre-screened software The clearinghouse
would establish that the software met minimum quality criteria and periodically
publish lists of titles and sources.

5. Newsletter of ideas on software use Teacher could send in brief
summaries of products and approaches which have worked for them. This
information could be shared with others throughout the area.

These kinds of clearinghouses would fli most effective and cost-effective
at existing organizations such as AEL. Co:1-:clorable funding would, however, be
necessary to carry out this idea. Althc:1 desirable from a coordination
standpoint, no such clearinghouses currently exist, perhaps because of the
costs involved. It may be beneficial for state& to review the costs of doing such
activities themselves and consider pooling their funding to establish a regional
clearinghouse at AEL or a similar location.

Dissemination of Resources Lists
A final, less direct means of disseminating information is simply to provide

teachers with brochures containing information such as the following:
1. Lists of publisher names and addresses
2. Magazines containing reviews and product announcements
3. Names and locations of user groups
4. Electronic networks with software product information
5. Local and regional workshops

improving Methods of Software Selection and Use
Regardless of the quality and quantity of software reviews available,

teachers still need access to products for hands-on review, and will need
periodic assistance on implementing products after purchase. Both local and
regional efforts are required to meet these needs.

Review Centers
The problem of obtaining software for review could be facilitated by creating

local product review centers in existing media centers and libraries. Publishers
would be more likely to respond to requests for review copies if requests came
from an established review center rather than an individual or even a school. The
centers would be legally responsible for protecting software from illegal
copying, a major problem with review copies. Publishers would lend even more
support to this review center concept if each reviewer completed a feedback
form on the product, and the forms were sent periodically to the developer.

Workshops in Software Use
A continuing schedule of workshops, regionally planned, would also be

desirable to address such topics as integration of software into existing
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curriculum and matching software to State-mandated basic skills. Many such
workshops are held around the country by professional organizations and
consultants. To assure that current training needs are being addressed and to
get the most out of available inservice funds, workshops should be established
for various locations and on various topics throughout the year. Some teacher
workshops should also be designated for brainstorming and sharing ideas on
software use, since this is often a most effective means of improving teaching
strategies.

Summary and Conclusions:
Some Common Themes

This paper has outlined software needs in the areas of quality, access to
information, and availability of products and training. Recommendations for
meeting these needs included:

Implementing strategies for increasing the amount of teacher input
during development

Initiating consortia-based development of software in areas of '<ey unmet
needs

Tapping several existing sources of software information
Establishing a regional and/or State clearinghouse to disseminate product

information and evaluations and to respond to specific requests for software
assistance

Dissemination of brochures containing lists of software and training
resources

Establishing local software review centers
Holding a yearly series of workshops and teacher sharing sessions on

software integration and use in classrooms
Some common factors tend to pervade each of the suggested strategies for

making software a more effective resource to teachers. One is the need for
planning and an adequate level of funding. Although some of the suggested
activities would be expensive to implement, they would be approachable if
several States were to pool their resources for a region-wide effort.

Another factor which could have a positive effect on improving the software
picture is coordinated efforts on the part of educational organizations working as
consortia to bring about desired software design and use. Such coordination is
rare in education, since perceptions of needs and solutions usually vary consid-
erable from school to school, let alone from state to state. Yet the AEL Needs
Assessment Study has demonstrated that there can be substantial agreement
among large educational entities on key computer-related issues, perhaps
because teachers from each area had a key role in the discussions. Coordinated
efforts at achieving solutions, as well as identifying needs, have powerful
implications for cost-effective and beneficial changes to the nature of in-
structional computing. Many voices speaking as one have an economic and
social force which cannot be ignored.

The AEL Needs Assessment Conferences have taken an essential first step
in shaping the future of instructional computing in the region. It is imperative that
a concerted effort be started now to build on this foundation.
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Hardware issues In Using Microcomputers In Education
by Charles R. Sanders

Introduction
Technological changes in this century have increased productivity in all

aspects of the workplace. Achievements in such diverse areas as government,
medicine, industry, agriculture, and the financial world have raised expectations
that schools would be able to use computers to perform similar feats in teaching
and learning. However, in the past 50 years, a number of pervasive technologies
in society have also been perceived as having potential to improve education.
The typewriter, radio, television, film projector, teaching machines - all received
an outpouring of funds and attention in K-12 education, followed too often by
disappointment and a failure to implement the newly-purchased equipment.
Neither unique capabilities nor adequate numbers of devices seemed able to
assure success.

Today, the newest technological wonder, the microcomputer, has been
integrated only haphazardly into ourschools. While the number of computers in
the public school sector has increased from 30,000 in 1981 to 630,000 in 1984
(National Association of School Boards, 1985), policy for hardware and software
acq uisition and usage has not similarly developed. According to the National
School Boards survey (1985), approximately 85% of all school districts nation-
wide had no policy for implementing computers.

The problems in bringing about a "planned revolution" are many. Although
hardware-related problems and issues will be the primary focus of this paper,
educational decision-makers must recognize that these problems must be dealt
with in conjunction with software, fraining, and other issues in order to yield the
desired results.

Obtaining Appropriate Numbers and Kinds of Computers
In the minds of many educators, the two greatest obstacles to using

computers to maximum advantage are:
The lack of an adequate number of computers to meet the demands of

faculty and students, and
Problems resulting from incompatability of unlike brands of equipment.

These are very real problems in light of the fact that many states are leaning
toward or have already instituted computer literacy requirements. Such require-
ments often make it necessary for students to demonstrate computer skills
before passing a given grade or getting a diploma. For these activities, and for
other instructional purposes, having enough computers of one type is a
prerequisite for success. However, having enough machines does little good if
they are not sufficient for the specific needs of the school.

What ki nd(s) of computer systems should a given school purchase? There
are no simple answers. The general guideline is that it depends on the types of
applications desired, users (students, teachers, and administrators), and the
environment in which equipment will be used. It may also depend on such
mundane matters as how much money is on hand for equipment purchase.
There are three general kinds of computer systems to consider, and each has
distinct advantages and disadvantages.
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Timesharing Systems
I n spite of the "microcomputer revolution," some schools have opted to

share time on a large mainframe computer located outside the school and
accessed by school users from terminals. Timesharing is often available from
universities and computer companies. These terminals usually do nothing by
themselves; they must be tied into the large computer to receive software. An
example of this kind of system is the Plato instructional system available from the

Control Data Corporation.
The main advantage of time-sharing systems is their ability to handle large

software programs and special features which take up considerably more
memory than currently available on microcomputers. Downloading software
from the mainframe also eases many of the logistics of handling large numbers of
disks, and automatic student recordkeeping on many such systems can keep
track of where students are in a given instructional sequence. Since the system is
maintained completely by the host site, school personnel do not have to worry
about repairs, cleaning, and other equipment necessities. Such systems also
usually support non-CAI/CMI applications such as word processing and
programming.

Disadvantages of such systems are primarily high cost and lack of autonomy
for users. Since costs are usually figured on terminal rent plus CPU usage
charges and phone line costs, the figure gets higher the more the system is used.
A further disadvantage to school users is that they are dependent on the
telephone company and the mainframe host. If either malfunctions, the system is
"down" until repairs are made. Also, since the host may have contracted with
many users to share time on a given mainframe, the on-screen response to users
may be slow.

Instructional timesharing systems are usually selected primarily for one or
more of the following instructional reasons:

1) Software and recordkeeping foatures are available which do not exist on

other systems.
2) School personnel either do not have the expertise to structure their own

computer-based curriculum or prefer to contract for this service instead of doing

it themselves.
3) A school system has a need to deliver equivalent instruction to several

remote locations.
4) insufficient teachers are available to give instruction in a given content

area, and the topic is an essential one.
Schools or school systems which elect this option must plan for the on-

going costs of maintaining such service. Vendors of the systems usually point
out that the cost per student decreases as greater number of students are added.
As with other options, district or state-level policy and support are a prerequisite
to assuring that the use of timesharing systems is the most efficient, cost-
effective way of meeting the need.

Dedlcated MInIcomputer Systems
Another non-microcomputer option for delivering computer-based instruc-

tion is purchasing or leasing a small mainframe/minicomputer system with a set
of instructional software. These machines are technically also timesharing
systems since the students are using terminals connected to a computer, but the
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host is the school or district itself, and the system does only instructional
functions. An example of a dedicated minicomputer system is the one available
from the Computer Curriculum Corporation.

Advantages of dedicated systems are often the same as timesharing
systems: availability of special-purpose software, pre-developed curriculum,
and freedom from maintenance concerns. The users also have more autonomy,
since they are responsible for running the system. Slowness of on-screen
response is usually not a problem unless the system has too many terminals for
the size machine. Disadvantages are also similar to timesharing: cost and
lependence upon the software available from the company. Although main-
'Ienance may be less of a concern, a problem with the minicomputer means that
the whole instructional system is "down" until it is fixed.

Dedicated minicomputer systems have achieved their greatest successes in
,tuations where the student user population has a fairly homogeneous need,

such as remedial basic math skills. Very often, these applications will be drill and
practice for a short time every day, delivered in a laboratory separate from the
classroom. A school system may elect this option as the most efficient way of
doing something which teachers could do but either don't want to do or tend to
do less effectively than the computer. Careful pre-planning and coordination of
regular classroom activities with computer activities are required for this kind of
option to be successful.

Microcomputer Systems

While standalone microcomputers are limited in memory and computing
capability, they remain the most popular option in education today. Their most
appealing advantage is complete autonomy on the part of the individual user.
They also require comparatively low costs to initiate a computer-based program.
Standalone units offer schools the flexibility to select the kind of configurations
they want. Some examples:

1) Machines in classrooms or on moveable carts - Teachers often prefer to
have autonomy to the extent that they have complete control over their
computer. Or they may not be easily able to move their students from the
classroom to a lab. In this case, a classroom-based machine may be their
preference, alth ough few schools can afford the luxury of a microcomputer in
every classroom. Moveable carts are used to expand the on-site availability of
equipment, but constant movement can lead to increased maintenance problems.

2) Microcomputer laboratories- To maximize the number of units they have,
many schools have found it best to put all microcomputers in one central
location , either in a special area set aside for them, or as part of the equipment in
their media center. This configuration can create several kinds of management
problems when students must leave their classrooms to use computers, but it
also eliminates other logistical concerns such as maintaining and distributing
software.

3) Networked microcomputers -This option can yield some of the benefits of
dedicated minicomputer systems, while still maintaining teacher autonomy.
When standalone units are connected via a networking system, teachers can
download software lessons as desired and can monitor the progress of given
users. This way, software disks never have to be distributed unless the teachers
wants to do it that way. Since individual disk drives may not be needed, and since
software wear-and-tear is decreased, costs may be reduced. However, a
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networking device presents an additional cost. As with time-sharing kinds of
systems, a malfunction in the networking device means that all networked
computers are down for the duration of the problem. Finally, there are limitations
on the kind of software available for networking.

Although there are many factors to consider in the development of a
workable computer equipment plan, the central concern should always be what
software is available to meet the users' needs. If this is used as the primary
criterion, other decisions are often easier to make.

Procedures for Selecting Hardware
A rationale for the selection and use of computer equipment should be

developed by an appropriate computer committee with input from the teachers,
and should be approved by the principal, superintendent, or president of the
educational entity. Hardware should be selected only after the committee and
school leadership have carefully screened the available options for performance,
compatibility with existing software and hardware, reliability an.] durability.
Some useful guidelines for accomplishing this planning are as follows:

1. Match plan to stated goals - The plan should address both short and
long-range goals relating to student achievement, as established by the State
and the school administration. Each planning committee member should be
required to have a thorough understanding of the school system's needs,
computer equipment capabilities, and software uses.

2. Use pilot tests - The selection process should not take manufacturer's or
seller's word for the equipment capabilities. Screening should include an actual
pilot test of the desired features and software.

3. Get input from required personnel - If each school and school district has
designated computer coordinators, the committee will find it beneficial to hear
the perspectives of these personnel during the screening/selection process.
Other personnel who should give input include: the Management Information
Systems (MIS) coordinator, curriculum coordinators for elementary and
secondary topics, the in-service training director, special education director, and
vocational director, and a representative from the administrative and teaching
organizations.

4. Use reliable companies - While fair practice requirements may mean that
the committee has to hear presentations from all vendors, only reputable
companies with a demonstrated commitment to education and which have
third-party developers supplying their software should receive serious review.

After the committee completes its work, they should make provisions for an
annual review of the status of their needs, how the equipment has met
expectations, and what else has become available on the market since their
selection.

Elements to Consider in Selecting Hardware
As tempting as it may be to spend less money, "low bid" must not be the

primary criterion in selecting hardware. The following factors should all be
considered:

1. Software Availability - An adequate amount and variety of proven-
effective software should be on hand to meet specified instructional needs.
Software should also be well-documented and readily-available (not "scheduled
to be released at a future date").
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2. Reliability - Hardware should have an established reliability record. Rapid
breakthroughs in technology have flooded the computer market with an endless
array of brand names. Determine reliability through trade magazine evaluations,
advice from current school users, reliable vendors and pilot testing.

3. Expandability - Selection must be made not solely on the basis of present
needs but should also consider future requirements. Computer should be able to
expand not only memory but with items such as printers, modems, scanners,
graphics tablets, joysticks, and plotters. The capability to expand should be
inherent in the machine or available at minimal additional cost.

4. Durability - Hardware must be built to withstand use by students and
faculty at varying levels of abuse and use. Such often-used parts as keyboards,
disk drive doors, and power switches should be carefully scrutinized for
durability.

5. Documentation - Operator/user manuals for the purchased equipment
should be available and able to be understood by non-technical educators.

6. Compatibility - Selection should also be made in light of existing
equipment and software. Also, it is easier to maintain a large number of one or
two kinds of systems than it is to handle maintenance requirements for a
smorgasbord of computer brands.

7. Service - Quick service (vs. shipping away units) is a primary requirement
for educators, since the instruction may be dependent on the computers.

8. Training - Purchase of hardware should be made with the understanding
(in writing) that the vendor will provide the necessary training in how to use and
maintain the systems. The committee should review the company's personnel
and training materials available for this purpose.

9. Printers and other peripherals - The computer is only one element in an
array of equipment required to meet needs. Most of the factors discussed here
should also apply to the evaluation of peripherals. CRT monitor features, such as
color vs. black or green, should be considered. Printers are an especially
important output device. Users should consider whether they need a letter
quality or dot matrix printer, wide-carriage for different kinds of paper, color
printout vs. black only, and special features such as underlining capability and
various styles of print.

10. Other features - Some consideration should be given to such charac-
teristics as upper-lower case capability, availability of languages, and computer
memory available.

11. Maintenance requirements - The selection committee must consider
carefully how the equipment will be maintained on a regular basis and how it will
be repaired as needed. Many problems with computer equipment can be
prevented with regular care and periodic check-ups with diagnostic programs.
School systems may also opt for maintenance agreements with the manufacturer
or local company after the warranty has expired.

12. Price - A final important consideration is the cost of investing in the
"computer age." The TOTAL cost should be determined before a final decision is
made, including costs of peripherals, software, training, and maintenance.

Conclusion
It cannot be emphasized enough that coordination among educational

organizations is the key to success in hardware acquisition and use. District and
State-level contracts and policies are essential, both to make obtaining com-
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puters economically feasible and to insure appropriate use after they are
obtained. While the revolution in hardware capabilities continues, and computer
achlevemunts abound in other areas of society, education will begin to feel the
positive effects of this capability only through careful planning and hard analysis
of school, teacher, and student needs. The development of policies based on this
planning and analylis is the key to assuring that education fulfills the promise of
Its technological future.
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Computer Training For Teachers
by John Cook

The Problem
1. Teachers need to have the knowledge and willingness to use computers as a
tool for instruction in basic mathematics.
2. Administrators need to be aware of the value of instructional use of
computers, and they need to know how to provide administrative support for this
use.

Solution:
Appropriate instructions with effective incentives must be made available

for teachers and administrators. Appropriate instruction must address both
cognitive and affective domains.

Affective instruction:
The first exposure must be carefully planned to be non-threatening. This

can be done by beginning with short, easy lessons that provide success at every
step. For example, the teachers could start by running some very easy-to-use
software that is intended for elementary students.

Early lessons should focus on computer uses that will be of direct use to the
teacher. These might include such things as word processing, grade-book
programs, exam generation, and classroom management software.

Reluctant teachers may also be enticed by high-quality CAI software that
helps students successfully learn a topic that is difficult to teach by traditional
means. .

The characteristics of the instructor are important for reducing computer
anxiety. Teachers may feel more at ease learning about computers from a local
classroom teacher than from an out-of-town "expert."

Another technique which helps to reduce computer anxiety for some
teachers is to allow them to work with the computer independently. They need a
chance to "play" with the computer and make their mistakes when no one else is
watching.

Cognitive (and psychomotor) instruction:
Teachers need to learn the nitty-gritty of how to use computer hardware for

teaching. This instruction needs to be directed at the specific hardware that the
teacher has available in the classroom. The ability to run the computer and to
perform the first level of trouble-shooting when something goes wrong, while
important in its own right, will also alleviate most computer anxiety.

Teachers should develop skill in using the computer keyboard. In some
cases, this may just involve transferring typing skills to the computer keyboard.
In other cases, teachers may need to learn touch-typing.

Teachers need to learn to use the computer as a general purpose tool. When
using the computer as a tool for such mathematical applications as figuring
grades, teachers are acting as role models for their students. They are
demonstrating that computers are tools for basic mathematics.

Teachers need to learn various techniques and strategies for using
computers as part of the delivery of instruction in mathematics. Administrators
need to be aware of these strategies, and know how to provide the support that
the teachers will need.
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"Teachers.., must be given training in the selection and use of approprInto
software to enhance instruction in mathematics, and information
given to them about sources of mathematics-related software." (Corbitt, 1t,U:))
Administrators need to be aware of the need for appropriate software for
mathematics instruction.

Teachers must learn how to "...develop, deliver, and evaluate lessons and
units that integrate existing software into mathematics instruction." (Corbitt,
1985)

As what is "basic" in mathematics instruction shifts away from paper and
pencil computation, computers will increasingly become part of basic mathe-
matics in the middle gradesnot just as a tool for delivering instruction, but as a
tool that students will use for problem solving and computation. As the
curriculum evolves, teachers will need to learn both the new content and the
appropriate teaching techniques for this content. Such topics are likely to
include: iterative procedures for solving significant problems, computer applica-
tions for statistics, computer graphics for informal geometry, and computer
programming.

Administrators need to be aware of changes occurring in the mathematics
curriculum, and the implications of these changes for the need for computer
hardware, software, and in-service education for teachers.

Dellvery methods:
Most of the traditional methods of delivering in-service and pre-service

education to teachers and administrators apply to the delivery of computer
education. However, there are some unique features:

Computer education for teachers needs to involve a considerable amount of
hands-on time with computer hardware and software. For some portions of the
instruction, it may be appropriate for the participating teachers to work in pairs
on the computers. At other times there will need to be one computer per
participant.

The instructor of a computer course or workshop for teachers should have a
computer available for whole-class demonstrations. It should be equipped with a
visual display large enough for the whole class to see, using the kind of hardware
likely to be available in the schools. It should be used to model the kind of
whole-class instruction the teachers can do in their own classrooms, and to
demonstrate things they are to do when working on the computers by
themselves.

Many aspects of computer education for teachers lend themselves to
independent learning. Teachers can learn from manuals, books, and computer
software if they have the hands-on time with computers.

Teachers can also learn informally from fellow teachers or from a local or
county level computer coordinator. When a teacher calls the computer co-
ordinator with a specific question or problem, that teacher is motivated and
ready to learn.

It is important to recognize that computer education for teachers and
administrators will be a continuing need. With changes in hardware, software,
and the mathematics curriculum, teachers and administrators will need to
continually update their skills. This means that delivery systems should be
locally available at convenient times. They should provide teacher education in
frequent, small doses, rather than as one massive do-it-and-get-it-over-with
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course. This continuing education can be provided through support for
independent learning, a locally available computer coordinator, short workshops,
and conferences.

Teachers and administrators are individuals with individual learning styles
and needs. It Is important to have a variety of delivery systems available to
accommodate these individual differences.

Incentives:
Professional associations, administrators, and other teachers con promote

the idea that learning about computers is a professional duty. For many teachers,
this is a sufficient incentive.

Many of the traditional incentives for in-service education are also applicable
to computer education, e.g. stipends, free tuition, college credit (which may be
applied toward advancement on the salary schedule), and conducting in-service
during paid work hours.

Another traditional incentive is simply to make a certain type of in-service
education required. While it is tempting to require computer education, this
could be counterproductive. Teachers frequently resent added requirements.
Any positive cognitive learning that might take place might be more than offset
by negative attitudes. Another danger is that such a requirement (especially a
state recertification requirement) would be met by a one-time college course.
This kind of requirement would not encourage delivery systems that are
appropriately varied and continuing in nature.

Requirements do make sense when considered as part of a program of
pre-service education. Teachers or administrators are not being fully prepared
for today's schools unless their preparation includes computer education. It
should be part of both undergraduate and graduate programs leading to certifi-
cation for teachers or administrators.

Teachers should be given access to a computer, time during the school day,
and encouragement to use that time for learning how to use computers and
software. The availability of a computer coordinator and other knowledgeable
teachers could provide an incentive for informal computer education.

After-hours access to computer hardware and softwareplus encouragement
from administrators would be an incentive for independent study. Teachers
should be encouraged to take the school's equipment home for use during
weekends and summer vacation. (Generally the equipment will be safer from
theft or vandalism in the teacher's home than in the school building.) Teachers
should also be encouraged to purchase a computer, like the one they use In
school, for use in their own home. Arranging fora discounted price would be one
way to encourage teachers to buy their own computer. They should also be able
to borrow and use the school's software.

Teachers could be rewarded for computer knowledge gained through
informal or independent study through a system of credit by examination.

In-service Education for Teachers
As a teacher, what can you do for yourself?

Acquiring the knowledge and skills to use computers as instructional tools is
one of your professional responsibilities. You will find that the skills you learn
and use will have a big payoff in your students' motivation and achievement. You
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will also leun how to be more productive and efficient in dealing with your own
paperwork, Arid, you will learn that working with computers can be fun.

Here are some of the ways you can learn more about computers...
1. Take a college course. Many colleges and universities offer courses for

teachers on the instructional use of computers. Before you sign up, ask some
questions. Is the course intended for teachers? Is it relevant to your grade level
and subject specialty? Will you learn how to use the kind of hardware and
software that you have in your school?

2. Enroll in a workshop or short course. There are many workshops offered
by teachers' organizations, and local, county, or state education agencies. Be
sure to ask the same questions as above.

3. Read your professional journals. There are many magazines written for
teachers on using computers in schools. (See the attached bibliography.) There
are also many articles on computer use in the subject area journals, e.g. The
Arithmetic Teacher.

4. Teach yourself. Get a computerand some manuals and dig in. When you
get stuck, ask questions. There is bound to be someone you know who can help
youa local or county computer coordinator, a fellow teacher, or a student
who's a computer whiz.

Where can you get a computer? (1) Use a computer at school during your
preparation time or before or after school. (2) Borrow one of the school's
computers for the weekend or the summer. (When you ask for permission,
remind your principal that the computer will probably be safer from theft or
vandalism in your home than in the school building.) (3) Buy a computer of
your own. Be sure to buy a computer like the computer you will be using at
school. (If you have children of your own, you will find that it is an excellent
investment in their future.)
Dramatic changes are occurring in school mathematics. As what is "basic"

in mathematics instruction shifts away from paper and pencil computation,
comp uters will increasingly become part of basic mathematicsnot just as a tool
for delivering instruction, but as a tool that students will use for problem solving
and computation. (Corbitt, 1985) As the currLulum evolves, you will need to
learn new content and new techniques for teaching the content. This means that
learning about computers will be a continuing responsibilitynot something
you can do once and be done with it forever.

What kind of support should you expect?
As a teacher you should expect your efforts to be supported by your

administration, by county and state departments of education, and by the
taxpayers. But you will not get support unless you, individually and collectively,
ask for it. Let them know what you need, and keep letting them know until you get
it. Kids are too important to settle for less.

Administrators should...

Take the time to learn about instruction uses of computer in order to
know how to provide the support that teachers need.

Let teachers know about college courses and workshops that they can
attend, and encourage them to do so.

Organize local in-service workshops that meet teachers' needs.
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Provide incentives for mathers to attend courses and workshops on
instruction use of computers. Such incentives could include paying
expenses, releasing teachers to attend during paid school time, and building
rewards for continuing edi rgtion into the school's salary schedule.

Make sure teachers no ) someone they can go to when they have
questions. This coulu '-iring a local district computer coordinator.

Make sure teachers ya access to a computer. This could involve
buying more computers, adjusting the location and scheduling of the
computers in the building, allowing teachers to take home the school's
computers during weekends or over the sumfoer, and allowing teachers to
purchase their own personal computers at the f.i..incol's discounted price.

Make sure that teachers have the software and instructional materials
that they need. Buy what is needed, and assign someone the responsibility
of keeping track of the materials so teachers can find what they need when
they need it.

Consider in-service education needs when making hardware and
software purchase decisions. It takes time to learn how to use new
equipment or materials. Teachers should expect purchase policies that do
not require em to learn how to use a new kind of computer every year.

Be award of changes occurring in the mathematics curriculum, and the
implication of these changes for the need for computer hardware, software,
and in-service education for teachers.

County or intermediate agencies should...

Provide computer education consulting services to teachers and local
district administrators.

Work with local eshool districts to provide in-service workshops on
instructional uses of con iputers.

Make su rethat mathematics curriculum consultants are knowledgeable
about the role of computers in teaching basic mathematics.

Provide a lending library of instructional materials for in-service
eduration of teachers on computer education. These materials could be
checked out for independent study by indiv!dual teachers or for local district
in-service workshops.

State departments of education shou!d...

Use certification requirements to make sure that all new teachers and
school administrators are knowledgeable about instructional uses of
computers.

Approach recertification requirements with caution. If computer edu-
cation is added a: a recertif;cation requirement, it should be flexible enough
to allow a wide .-,ar!ety of ways, including independent study, for teachers
and administrators to learn about instructional uses of computers.

Consider the needs of teachers for in-service education when negoti-
ating state-wide hardware or software purchases. Discounts available to
schools should also he available to teachers who want to purchase similar
equipment for their personal use.

Provide consulting help and leadership to make sure that colleges and
universities, intermediate agencies, and local districts are providing a variety
of opportunities and incentives for teachers to receive appropriate in-service
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education on instructional uses of computers. This may involve working
with the legislature to obtain funding.

Colleges and universities should...

Make sure that instructional uses of computers are part of the pre-
service education curriculum for all teachers and administrators.

Work with state, Intermediate, and local education agencies to design
and offer in-service computer education courses for teachers and ad-
ministrators. These courses should provide practical, hands-on experience
with the kind of equipment that the teachers will be using in their schools.

Develop a system of support for independent study and credit by
examination In the area of computer education.

Continue to study and do research on the use of computers in the
teaching of basic mathematics. The clear, practical implications of that
research should be communicated to teachers and administrators.

Taxpayers should...

Expect to pay for the cost of in-service education for teachers and
administrators as part of the cost of keeping our public schools up to date.

Stop electing candidates who complain about the quality of education
while promising no new taxes.

Plan now to learn more about computers, and to get the support you need.
You will be glad you did, and so will your students.
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Computer Planning and Integration Issues
by Jose Mestre

When computers first appeared on the educational scene about twenty-
five years ago, many believed that a new era of computer-based instruction (CBI)
was about to begin which would revolutionize education. These expectations
were based on the belief that computers would be capable of both diagnosing
learning difficulties and routing students to a program designed to meet the
students' specific needs. Students would not only be able to proceed at their own
pace, but also proceed along the most efficient path, a feature not possible within
a conventional classroom setting. The benefits of CBI for the teacher were
supposed to be equally impressive. Teachers would now be able to spend their
time teaching higher-level material and leave the drudgery of drill to the
computer. At the same time, computers could keep detailed records of student
progress and leave teachers more time for planning their curricula. These
dreams of twenty-five years ago have been only partially realized today.

Recent meta-analyses* of CBI reveals that the effectiveness of computers as
an instructional medium is more modest than anticipated. A meta-analysis by
Kulik, Kulik and Cohen (1980) reviewed 59 independent evaluations of
computer-based college level teaching. This analysis showed that CBI made
small improvements in achievements. For example, in the typical CBI program,
student exam scores increased about three percentage points, or one-quarter of
a standard deviation. This improvement translates to a score at the 60th
percentile on an achievement examination covering course material for a typical
student in a computer-based class, whereas a typical student in a conventional
class would score at the 50th percentile. CBI also had a small positive effect on
the attitudes of college students toward instruction and toward the subject
matter. The most dramatic finding from this study was that the time requirements
for CBI were significantly less than those for conventional methods; on the
average, the computer accomplished its goals in two-thirds the time of
conventional methods.

Computer-based instruction appears to be more effective at the elementary
level than at either the secondary or college levels. Forexample, in a review of 10
independent studies, Vinsonhaler and Bass (1972) reported that elementary
school children receiving computer-based drill-and-practice showed perfor-
mance gains of 1 to 8 months over children receiving traditional instruction.
Another study by Jamison, Suppes and Wells (1974) revealed that the achieve-
ment scores of disadvantaged elementary school students showed significant
improvements when CBI was used as a supplement to conventional instruction.
They also found that at the secondary and college levels CBI was at least as
effective as conventional methods and that CBI often resulted in substantial
savings in time. Hartley (1977) reported that when CBI was used at the
elementary and secondary levels, the average effect was that student achieve-
ment improved from the 50th to the 66th percentile. She also found that
elementary grade students showed more improvements under CBI than did
secondary students. Burns and Bozeman (1981) found that both elementary and
secondary grade students performed at the 67th percentile when receiving
tutorial CBI and at the 63rd percentile when receiving drill-and-practice CBI. In a
meta-analysis of 51 independent evaluations of CBI in grades 6 through 12,
Kulik, Bangert and Williams (1983) reported that CBI improved scores on final
The term "meta-analysis" means an analysis of analyses. It is a statistical procedure used to

a large collection of results from individual studies for the purpose of Integrating findings. 4
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examinations from the 50th to the 63rd percentile. They also found that students
who where taught with computers developed very positive attitudes towards the
computer and gave favorable ratings to the computer-based courses they were
taking. As in both the Kulik, Kulik and Cohen study and the Jamison, Suppes and
Wells study, these researchers found that CBI resulted in substantial reductions
in the amount of time students needed for learning.

In the domain of mathematics, the effectiveness of CBI also appears to
decrease as the educational level increases. For example, Hartley (1977) found
that CBI raised examination scores in mathematics to the 66th percentile at the
elementary level, but only to the 62nd percentile level at the high school level.
Kul ik (1981) reported that at the college level, CBI raised examination scores in
mathematics only to the 54th percentile level. Ku lik suggested that at the upper
levels of instruction a highly stimulative and interactive teaching medium may
not only be unnecessary but may even interfere with learning, whereas at the
lower levels of instruction, learners need the stimulation and interaction
provided by CBI.

Two consistent findings emerge from the articles reviewed above. One is
that CBI is effective mostly at the elementary level, and the other is that CBI saves
instruction time. Given that these two findings are rather desirable and that CBI is
gaining in popularity, an important question to consider is: What important
issues should a school system, administrator or teacher consider when planning
to establish a CBI program? This is neither an easy question to answer nor does it
have only one correct answer. However, a brief look at tho complexity of issues
involved in CBI today show that the arguments for careful planning are
compelling.

Even though computers have been in the educational scene for over two
decades, it was the appearance of the low-cost microcomputer in the late 1970s
that helped bring large numbers of computers into the classroom. Today there is
quite a large selection of micro-, mini-, and midi-computers from which to
choose. With several computer companies going out of business each year and
with several new computer companies being established each year, deciding
which brand or brands of computer to purchase can be a long, tedious process.
Even more perplexing is deciding which programs (or "software" as computer
programs are collectively called) to purchase. There are literally thousands of
programs at all educational levels spanning a large number of topics, each one
varying in quality and price. Another equally important task is deciding how to
implement the CBI curriculum to assure effective use of both the computer's time
and the computer's teaching power. Finally, there must be a way of assessing
whether or not a CBI program is instructionally effective, and if an evaluation
reveals that the program is not being effective, there must be enough flexibility to
make quick modifications in order to maximize student learning.

The purpose of this paper is to discuss a number of issues which we believe
to be crucial in planning a computer-based, or computer-assisted instructional
curriculum. To avoid possible confusion, it would be wise to state what this paper
will not attempt to do. We will not evaluate any specific hardware or software
products, nor will we endorse any particular product or curriculum. Any mention
of particular trademarks will be made for illustrative purposes only and should
not be taken as endorsements. We will not deal with how one should go about
evaluating CBI hardware or software, nor will we deal with how one should go
about evaluating the effectiveness of an existing CBI curriculum. We will only
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state what issues should be considered when planning a CBI curriculum and
argue why these issues are important. Our only purpose is that this article serve
as a resource to anyone faced with the task of planning a computer-based
instructional program. Finally, although our focus will be on planning a
computer-based curriculum in mathematics, most of the issues discussed herein
are relevant for planning a computer-based program in any subject area.

The Importance of A Well-Defined Curriculum
The most important part of any educational program is the curriculum.

Without a well-defined curriculum, there will be little uniformity on what, when or
if a particular topic is taught. A well-defined curriculum ensures uniformity and
cohesion in the educational endeavor and allows periodic reviews of the
students' progress within the curriculum. Too often CBI programs are imple-
mented with little regard to the existing curriculum. As will be argued,
establishing a CBI program independently from the existing curriculum can be
dangerous.

To illustrate the possible risks endemic of a poorly designed CBI program,
two hypothetical scenarios will be discussed. The first scenario is only partially
hypothetical in that its frequency of occurrence is not uncommon. It certainly is
unarguable that computers are becoming more and more fashionable in
education. A school system today that does not have a CBI program is
considered somewhat "behind the times" and is under pressure to initiate some
form of instruction using computers. Let us suppose that at a particular school
system, a new source of funds is identified part way into the fiscal year and it is
quickly decided that the monies will be spent to start a computer instructional
lab. However, since time is short and the funds must be spent within that fiscal
year, there is no time to hire a "computer resource teacher" to help design a
program which integrates smoothly into the existing curriculum. Instead the
school system identifies a teacher at one of their schools who is "good with
computers." This teacher is suddenly given the major responsibility of purchasing
a substantial amount of hardware and software, of deciding what is going to be
taught in the computer lab and to what specific age and ability group, and of
designing a plan to cycle the students through the lab in an orderly fashion. In
addition, this teacher may only be partially released from his or her normal
teaching duties, and told to try to get all this done "in the next three or four
months" so that the program is in place for September. One likely modification to
this scenario which would worsen the already difficult situation is to replace the
teacher above with a school administrator who is "not so good with computers."

The likelihood that a sound CBI program can be designed and implemented
under these constraints is small. It is very probable that after the expenditure of
large amounts of time and money, the resulting CBI program will work at cross
purposes to the established school curriculum. An even bigger danger with this
approach is that the computer might end up driving the curriculum instead of the
curriculum dictating the function of the computer's role. This approach puts the
computer in the role of a solution looking for a problem. The reason that
computers have flourished in business and industry is that there was a clear
problem that needed a solution. Computers in business and industry made
manageable both long, complicated calculations which could not be done by
hand, and large-scale storage and retrieval of information. In education, the
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"problem" which computers are supposed to solve is not as clear.
The second scenario that will be discussed is one which perhaps is too

farsighted to be politically feasible. There have been a number of recent
conferences designed to discuss the role of computers in the general curriculum
(Computers In Education, 1983) as well as the role of computers in the
mathematics curriculum (Fey, 1984; Conference Board of the Mathematical
Sciences, 1983; Hansen, 1984; School Mathematics, 1983). The recommenda-
tions from one particular conference sponsored by the National Council of
Teachers of Mathematics (The Impact of Computing, 1985) are somewhat
innovative. A short passage from the conference report illustrates the point:

"The major influence of technology on mathematics education is its
potential to shift the focus of instruction from an emphasis on manipulative
skills to an emphasis on developing concepts, relationships, structures, and
problem-solving skills. Traditional precollege mathematics curricula have
stressed the development of a variety of mechanical procedures, including
the computational algorithms of arithmetic and the transformation of
symbolic expressions in algebra, trigonometry, and analysis. The use of
calculators and computers as standard tools in quantitative problem-solving
situations, however has diminished the value of human proficiency in the
execution of such procedures. Much of the instructional time currently
devoted to acquiring proficiency with paper-and-pencil algorithms should
be reallocated to support a range of new or previously neglected topics that
have a valid place in the K-12 curriculum. Moreover, teacher education
programs must be modified to reflect these changes in school mathematics
content and to model the delivery of instruction through appropriate
applications of technology." (p. 244)

In the second scenario, the mathematics curriculum committee at a
particular school system decides to take these recommendations to heart and
designs a curriculum which emphasizes problem-solving and higher-order skills
and leave the drudgery of computations to calculators and computers.lvlich are
readily available for students to use. Students would consequeC spend
considerably less time on basic skills and more time learning proble.1 solving
strategies. This CBI program would use the computer as a tool for teaching
problem-solving and not as a teaching machine.

Whether or not this approach is successful, It would likely have difficulty
gaining acceptance with the school board and with parents. Their attitude would
likely be that the traditional approaches used to teach mathematics in the past
have not been without success, and that before such a radical deviation is made
from the traditional approach, there should be some proof that the new approach
is in fact better than traditional approaches. This view is understandable since no
one wants the responsibility of committing a child to 12 years of Instruction
without some guarantee the outcome of the second scenario until a commitment
is made to try a curriculum for 12 years on a sample class.

The two examples above illustrate the importance of defining a curriculum
and its objectives. The curriculum should be designed using whatever process
the school system deems best, and this process should not depend upon
whether or not computers will play an integral role. However, if it is the intent of
the school system to have CBI in the curriculum, then the person(s) who will be
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(or are) responsible for the CBI component should definitely be part of the
curriculum definition prticess. The end result of this process should be a
document which establishes the following: 1) The curriculum to be followed for
each subject and for each grade level, 2) The goals of the curriculum, and 3) A
method for assessing wheher or not the stated goals are being achieved. A
well-defined curriculum will not only help to avoid a situation where the
curriculum serves the need of the computer but also establish the groundwork
necessary for the next step in planning a CBI program.

Selecting A CBI Program To Match The Needs of The Curriculum
The issues discussed In this section and the next major section on

implementation of a CBI program are rather intertwined. This interrelationship
means that, when planning a CBI program, there is no clear order in which to
consider the different factors that will be discussed in these two section. It is fair
to say that a decision concerning any one issue will affect the other issues either
directly or indirectly.

Defining the Computer Instructional Curriculum
Assuming that a well-defined curriculum exists for all grade levels of the

school system, there erust now be an ordering of priorities of the content areas,
audience, level, and 14"y pe of CBI program that can be matched to the curriculum.
One of the first decisions that must be made concerns the content areas that will
be targeted for CBI. Thi3 decision will determine whether the CBI program will
cover a wide range of subjects, such as math, reading and writing, or simply one
subject, such as arithmetic skills. The extent of the CBI program must also be
determined, that is, whether the program will cover grades K-12 on a system-
wide basis, or whether it will only cover grades 1-5 at one particular elementary
school. In addition, one has to decide whether the CBI program will serve all
types of students or only specific types, such as learning-disabled students,
gifted students, or language-minority students. The instructional style of the CBI
program must also be selected, where the style can range from using the
computer for drill-and-practice, to using it for improving conceptual under-
standing and problem solving skills, to using it as stool to teach writing via word
processing. Some issues related to logistics must be considered, such as
whether students will receive computer instruction within their content-area
classrooms, or whether students will be pulled out of their content-area
classrooms to receive computer instruction. Finally, a decision must be reached
concerning whether the CBI teaching staff will consist of "computer resource
teachers" or of actual content-area teachers.

Decisions on these important issues are not easily reached. Three factors
should help to constrain the possible choices into those feasible for the specific
school system:the needs of the school system, the priorities of the school system
and the fiscal resources available in the school system. Different school systems
will have different needs. For example, students in the elementary grades of a
school system may be lagging behind national norms in arithmetic skills, or
perhaps the high school college-bound students show particular weaknesses in
mathematical problem-solving skills or writing skills. Another need may consist
of a large language-minority population within a school system coupled with a
shortage of bilingual teachers. If chronic enough, any one such need could serve
to focus the CBI program in one particular direction.
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Priorities will also differ across school systems. One school system may
decide that it wants to prioritize the college preparatory program and define as
one of its goals to graduate seniors who are extremely well-prepared for college-
level work. Another school system may decide that in today's world, what any
citizen needs is to be computer-literate upon graduation from high school.
Priorities like these will help define the type of CBI program selected.

The last factor, fiscal resources, will often determine whether the school
system will adopt a very modest CBI program, a very ambitious program, or no
program at all. A school system may have needs and priorities which clearly
point to a particular type of CBI program, yet it may not have the resources
available to implement the desired program. With teachers underpaid and school
budgets increasingly lean, how to make the best use of available resources is not
always obvious. When the price of a few computers and associated software
rivals the hiring of a new teacher to alleviate a work overload, the choice could
favor the increased teaching power brought by an additional teacher.

hardware Considerations
Among the most important considerations are those related to hardware.

Today, there is a wide range of computer brands and types, and an accompanying
range of prices. For microcomputers (or "micros" as they are usually called)
there are a number of manufacturers such as Apple, Commodore, Digital
Equipment Corporation, IBM, Radio Shack and Zenith, to mention just a few. A
significant number of manufacturers market "clones" of popular microcomputer
models such as the IBM-PC. The prices of micros vary drastically, from a few
hundred dollars to several thousand. What is likely to remain true is that as
computer technology continues to make significant advances, the price of
micros will continue to decline.

The machinations of the micro industry during the last decade are nothing
short of amazing. Starting with the production of the first low-cost micro by
Apple Computer Corporation in the mid 1970s, the micro industry has undergone
radical changes. The original Apple I I micro was quite powerful and advanced for
its time. However, the Apple 11+ and Ile micros that are so popular in schools
abross the country are primitive by today's standards. This places several
limitations on the range of educational applications that can be run on these
computers.

Typically, micros are used by a single user to run a single program; this
program is loaded into the computer's memory from a magnetic storage device,
such as a floppy diskette, and executed. One interesting application of micros is
to interconnect them into what is called a "network." A network of micros is
capable of various advanced features. For example, one of the micros in the
network (usually the one controlled by the teacher) can be designated as the
"master" or"host"; any program that is loaded on the host machine and executed
is displayed on the other micros in the network. Another feature possible with
networked micros is the ability of the master micro to "tap" into any one micro in
the network and see what that user is doing; this allows a teacher to view the
progress that any student is making at any time. Similarly, the teacher or a
student can be working on an example on one micro while all the users in the
network watch. The cautions that must be exercised with networking are that
additional software and hardware are necessary to set up the network, and that
many software packages will not run on a networked system of micros.
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More powerful than micros are the minicomputers (or minis). Minis are used
in educational settings usually consist of a central unit with a number of remote
terminals linking to the central unit. Whereas micros, in their typical mode or
operation, are single-user machines, minis are multi-user machines. In addition
minis are capable of performing multiple tasks simultaneously (or multi-tasking),
whereas micros are capable of performing a single task at a time, namely the
program that is loaded into memory and executed. For example, a mini can be
running a math'tutorial for one student, a vocabulary skills builder program for
another student, and at the same time be "listening" as a teacher inputs class
grades. These minis are typically in the tens of thousands of dollars price range.
Because of the rapidly advancing technology in the computer industry,today, it is
becoming increasingly difficult to distinguish between micros, minis and
"midis." An illustration of this is the "PRO" series of micros manufactured by
Digital Equipment Corporation. These rather powerful micros are capable of
multi-tasking and for all practical purposes are equivalent or superior to many
minis on the market, but for the fact that they are singlc -user machines. At the
time this article was written, these micros retailed in the three- to 12-thousand-
dollar range depending on optionsa reasonable price considering the
computational power.

A detailed discussion of hardware issues is beyond the scope of this article.
We conclude this brief discussion of hardware with a word of warning. We
strongly advise against basing the decision of what hardware to purchase solely
on one single factor, such as price. Computer technology will continue to
improve and in considering what hardware to purchase we must consider not
only tangibles such as price, technical specifications and reliability, but also
intangibles such as the likelihood that a particular computer company will still be
in business two years from now.

Software Considerations
Certainly as important, and perhaps more important, than hardware

considerations are issues related to software.
The type of software that will be used in the CBI program will likely

determine the hardware which will run it.There are two distinct choices for the
type of software that can be used in a CBI program. The first choice consists of
purchasing a complete software package which usually covers several years of
material in one or several topics. We will call this type of software an "extended
software package." The second choice consists of selecting a number of
individual software packages each covering a particular topic orseries of topics.
We will call this second type of software an "individual-topic software package."
This second type of software comes packaged in some form of magnetic
medium, such as a floppy diskette, and is designed to run either on individual
micros or on networked micros. We will begin by discussing extended software
packages.

An extended software package is designed to run on a minicomputer and all
of the "lessons" are stored centrally in the mini's memory. Typically an extended
software package works this way. The mini maintains class rosters with
appropriate information on the topic or topics that each class (and therefore
each student) will be covering. When a particular student in a particular class
signs on the system, the appropriate topic is presented to the student at the
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appropriate level. An extended software package has a number of sophisticated
features. Through an elaborate bookkeeping process, the computer keeps a
record of each student's progress in every subject covered and tracks each
student on a path designed to fit that student's specific needs. A student is
tracked onto the next level or topic at mastery of the current level, with mastery
typically defined as a 7570 success rate on a series of assessment exercises and
problems. With this system, a student who is having difficulties with a particular
concept or topic keeps receiving tutorials or drill on the same topic until mastery
is achieved. Due to the flexibility of this tracking system, any two students from
the same class will very likely be at different places in the CBI curriculum. A
particular student, for example, could be working at a level equivalent to third
grade in arithmetic, and fourth grade in reading.

An extended software package is generally purchased with all the hardware
necessary to run it as one complete hardware-software package. The cost is
generally between $50,000 and $150,000, and the numberof students who can be
serviced simultaneously ranges from 30 to 120. One such package is marketed
by Computer Curriculum Corporation of Palo Alto, California, and covers
mathematics, reading, and language arts for grades levels 1-7 using a drill-and-
practice format, as well as "advanced" subjects like algebra and computer
programming for high school-level students. Another package covering the
complete K-12 mathematics curriculum will soon be marketed by WICAT
Systems of Provo, Utah; this package will go beyond drill-and-practice by
attempting to improve students' conceptual understanding of mathematics as
well as their problem-solving skills.

Extended software packages have both advantages and drawbacks.
Purchasing a complete curriculum is one advantage. This translates to sub-
stantial time savings, since it no longer will be necessary to spend many hours
deciding which individual-topic software packages to buy from the thousands
available. Also, extended software packages usually come with explicit imple-
mentation instructions thereby alleviating the headaches associated with
implementing a CBI curriculum consisting of many individual-topic software
packages. The most important advantage of extended software packages it that
there are usually several research evaluation studies available on the ef-
fectiveness of the package. As will be seen, the effectiveness of some of these
packages is quite impressive.

The extended software package by Computer Curriculum Corporation
(CCC) mentioned earlier has been evaluated by a number of independent
sources (Ragosta, Holland and Jamison, 1982; Brust and Carver, 1984; Abram,
1980; Hotard and Cortez, 1983). Findings from these studies consistently
indlcate that students make substantial gains*, especially in the area of mathe-
maticz, while spending seemingly little time on CBI activities. In the CCC curricu-
lum, studants spend either 10 or 20 minutes per day on CBI, depending on the
topic and level of material. Findings from the studies referenced above include:

With only 10 minutes of CBI in mathematics each day, students made
significant gains in computational skills compared to control students receiving
no CBI.

With 20 minutes of CBI in mathematics, students doubled gains in
computational skills.

The student gains were measured Wstandardized ti 1 such as the California Achievement Test
and the Comprehensive Test of Basic Skills.
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The mathematics gains of students receiving CBI increased as the
number of years which they received CBI increased.

The gains in these studies ranged between 1.2 and 2 years of achievement
for each year of CBI instruction.

Students who were 1.5 or more years behind in arithmetic skills in grades
5-8 averaged gains of 1.2 years under CBI.

Despite these impressive results, there are some drawbacks to extended
software packages. One drawback is the rigidity of the package. There is no
possible way to add instructional material to the package, or modify instructional
material within the package. If a school wants to use word processing as part of
an English composition CBI program, or include in the CBI program a new
mathematics software package which has received excellent reviews as a tool for
improving problem-solving skills, it will not be able to do so under a program
based on an extended software package. Another problem is that these
packages are very expensive, although considering that a package like the CCC
curriculum can serve up to 128 students simultaneously, the price is not
unreasonable on a per-student-hour basis. One definite drawback of a mini-
computer-driven CBI program is that if the minicomputer breaks down, all
computer-based instruction comes to a halt until the mini can be serviced.
Finally, despite impressive gains in computational mathematics, there is no clear
evidence that drill-and-practice packages, such as the CCC curriculum, are
effective at improving problem-solving skills. I Ature evaluative studies of the
forthcoming package by WICAT Systems will help to assess the ability of an
extended software package to improve both conceptual understanding and
problem-solving skills in mathematics.

If an extended software package is inappropriate, the other choice* is to
purchase several individual-topic software packages spanning the range of
topics that will be covered by the CBI program. Almost every major mathematics
textbook publisher has a "complete" curriculum available. Individual-topic
packages and extended software packages are different in several ways. On
difference is that individual-topic packages generally have to be loaded into the
microcomputer's memory before each use. Further, individual-topic packages to
not have a tracking feature that evaluates student performance and places
students on individual paths especially designed for them, although some have a
simple "bookmark" feature which remembers where each student ended the
lesson. The next time the students sign-on the computer, they will be restarted
from their own bookmark positions.

As was the case with the extended software packages, both advantages and
drawbacks are associated with individual-topic software packages. One ad-
vantage with individual-topic packages it that they are relatively inexpensive.
Also, since they are designed to run on micros and micros are also relatively
inexpensive, one can start with a very modest CBI program consisting of a few
microcomputers and a small library of individual-topic packages and later
upgrade the program as resources permit. Individual-topic packages also offer
flexibility; topics can be added or deleted from the CBI curriculum depending on
the school system's needs. In a subject like mathematics large numbers of
packages on the same topic give one a large selection from which to choose; for
example, if there is a need for a package to cover addition and subtraction of
fractions, more individual-topic packages are available than any of us will likely

There Is a third choice, namely to commission the de velopm fent of the software needed. Since this Is
very expensive and time consuming we do not consider Or hble option.
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have time to preview. Finally, a CBI program using individual-topic software
packages will degrade gracefullythat is, if one or two micros malfunction, the
software can still be run on the remaining functioning machines so that the whole
CBI program does not suffer.

A long list of drawbacks is associated with individual-topic software. That
many packages are available covering the same topic can be a drawback as well
as an advantage. Packages on the same topic vary drastically in quality and price.
It would be too time-consuming to preview all the packages available on each
topic before selecting one to purchase, so purchasing decisions are usually
based on factors such as descriptions available in catalogues, word-of-mouth
recommendations, reviews published by educational computing magazines, or
reviews conducted by agencies such as EPIE. Since there are so many new
individual-topic software products being produced, agencies like EPIE are not
even able to keep up with them; in fact, it would be quite unmanageable to read all
of the EPIE software reviews available in a subject like mathematics.

Another drawback centers around copyright restrictions. When an in-
dividual-topic package is purchased, the buyer agrees that it will only be used on
one specific micro. To make multiple copies of the software and distribute it
among all the micros In a CBI lab is illegal. Many software companies enforce the
copyright laws by selling copy-protected diskettes which cannot be duplicated.
To be forced to purchase multiple copies of the same software package for all of
the micros in the CBI program can get very expensive. Even If multiple copiesof a
particular package were available, another drawback concerns the logistics of
distributing 20 or 30 diskettes so that they can be loaded onto each micro in a CBI
lab before any learning can take place. Distribution and collection of diskettes for
seven or eight periods a day can create significant disruptions in a CBI lab.

Perhaps the most important drawback is individual-topic software packages
is that virtually no information is available on the effectiveness of these packages.
This is easy to understand. With so many individual-topic packages on the
market it is literally impossible to conduct rigorous evaluations of an appreciable
number of them. Some perceptive reader might ask why publishers of software
do not commission evaluative studies of their products before marketing them.
One reason is that to conduct a careful evaluation of the effectiveness of a
product is both time-consuming and expensive. Another reason is that publishers
do not want to risk a poor evaluation of one of their own products.

Avoiding False Economies
We would like to conclude this major section by offering a warning about

two tactics which, in the short run, may result in saving money, but In the long run
may result in wasted resources. One quandary will likely be the issue of choosing
between the substantial initial investment associated with purchasing hard-
ware/software for an extended software package or the more modest initial
investment associated with purchasing hardware/software for a CBI program
which uses individual-topic software packages. We point out that even though
the initial investment for an extended software package and a minicomputer may
appear to be high, the actual cost-per-student-hour may be lower than that for a
library of individual-topic software packages and the equivalent number of
microcomputers.
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The second practice which we advise against is the "let's buy brand X to
match what we have." Often a school will have a small number of a certain brand
of microcomputer. The two Apple Ile or the three Radio Shack TRS-80 micros
that may reside at two hypothetical schoois may have been the result of
equipment donations by local businesses, or perhaps the result of a small excess
in the school's budget at the end of some year. A school or school system which
has significant funds available to purchase hardware and software to initiate a
CBI program should plan their CBI program by giving careful consideration to
the Issues discussed in this article. To center a new CBI program around a small
number of micros and a small software library Just so that these resources do not
"go to waste" is very unwise.

Implementation of The CBI Program
implementation of a CBI program also requires careful planning. Before the

implementation phase can be appropriately planned, the following questions
have to be answered; How many terminals (i.e. either microcomputers or
terminals connecting to a minicomputer) will there be in the CBI program? is
there adequate housing available for these terminals? If a minicomputer in the
CBI program requires air conditioning, has the appropriate location been
identified? if there will be terminals in more than one school, is there adequate
space to house them in all of the schools? Have there been safeguards installed
to prevent sudden electrical power surges which can raise havoc with computers?
If the CBI program requires networking several micros, has the appropriate
wiring been installed? If the CBI program consists of an extended software
package running off a central minicomputer, has the appropriate wiring been
installed so that the terminals can communicate with the minicomputer? And in
those cases where the terminals reside in a different building from the
minicomputer, have the phone lines and modems been installed to allow com-
munication with the minicomputer? if these questions are not considered with
enough lead time, the entire CBI program could be delayed for months due to
some uncontrollable event, such as delays by the phone company in installing
the necessary phone lines needed to.communicate with a minicomputer.

A mechanism must also be in place for servicing hardware. Considerable
wear-and-tear is associated with hundreds of students working on the computers
on a daily basis. Without the ability to service equipment quickly and efficiently
equipment breakdown can cripple a CBI program. The need for efficien.
maintenance is more crucial with a minicomputer-based program; since the
minicomputer is at the core of the entire system, any malfunctions will bring the
entire CBI program to a halt. There are two common methods for dealing with
maintenance. One is for the school system to hire a technician whose job
consists of keeping the hardware in the CBI program running smoothly. The
other is to purchase a maintenance agreement with the company or local store
from which the computers were bought. In either case, maintenance is an
expensive but necessary item in every CBI program and care should be taken to
budget the funding for it.

Another important consideration is the logistics of cycling the students
through the terminals in an orderly fashion. In pull-out program where students
receive 10 minutes per day of computer instruction, there has to be careful
scheduling maintained to ensure that the duty cycle of the terminals is high, and
that students do not waste time traveling to and from the terminals. In the case of
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a program using individual-topic software packages, there should be a regi-
mented and efficient procedure for the students to sign out and return the
diskettes at the beginning and end of every CBI session; the lack of such a
procedure will result in lost or damaged diskettes as well as inefficient use of the
students' and the computers' time.

Before a CBI program can be implemented, the teaching staff that will be
using it must be adequately trained. lf, for example, the computer will be used for
math instruction in a moderate size school, there will likely be between 5 and 10
teachers who will use CBI as part of their curriculum. It is very likely that all of
these teachers will require training in the use of the CBI facility. This training may
take a substantial amount of time. If the teachers do not have much spare time,
this training may present some difficulties. The questions that have to be
considered here are: How many teachers will require training? How will the
training be coordinated so that all teachers participating in the CBI program are
adequately prtvr,ared by the time the CBI program is implemented? Who will
carry out the training? Will teachers be compensated for the time they spend in
training either by academic credit or additional salary? Will the training be
carried out locally or at some remote location such as a community college or
university?

Training considerations largely depend on the type of CBI program chos,en.
With a pull-out program in which the CBI facility is managed by a computer
resource teacher, the training required of the content-area teachers will likely
consist of instruction concerning integration of the computer with the curriculum.
A CBI program centered around individual-topic software packages will likely
require that teachers receive substantial training. There are several reasons for
this. Since programs based on individual-topic software are not as cohesive as
programs based on extended software packages, the content-area teachers will
need to be much more familiar with the actual content of each package in the
software library. Further, if an individual-topic software CBI program is managed
by the content-area teachers and not by a computer-resource teacher, these
teachers will need to be familiar with all the idiosyncrasies of the different
software packages so that the teacher will know exactly what to do when a
computer "hangs up" on a particular student

Teacher training can be conducted in a number of different ways. One
approach is to have the computer-resource teacher(s) or the school's computer-
coordinator perform the actual training at the school where the CBI facility
rcsides. The obvious advantage with this approach is that the teachers can get
hands-on experience with the actual computers that they will be using. Another
approach is to hire a computer training consultant to conduct the training
program. There are two other choices worthy of consideration. One is to
investigate the educational computing courses at the local colleges and
universities. There may be an excellent selection of courses at a nearby
university which can be supplemented with local training to su it the needs of the
teachers. The second choice is to obtain the training by means of a teacher-
outreach educational program. There are teacher computer-education outreach
programs (one suL:h program at Leslie College in Cambridge, Massachusetts
has an excellent reputation) whereby an instructor travels to the local school
system on a few weekends to provide intensive training on certain preselected
topics.
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Evaluation of The CBI Program
After the CBI program has been implemented, periodic evaluations must be

conducted to assess the prog ram's effectiveness, the evaluation component will
serve several functions. First and foremost, it will determine whether or not
computer instruction results in student gains which are significantly' higher than
the gains achieved without CBI. If the gains achieved by using CBI are not
significantly higher then the CBI program should be scrutinized to see where
im provements can be made. Caution should be taken to assure that the scrutiny
is complete. It may be that the program's lack of effectiveness is not due to the
choice or quality of the subject matter covered by CBI but rather to the wav the
CBI program has bean implemented; one possible czu6e of the laCk
effectiveness could be that students need to spend more time on the compu.z,
than the time they are currently allotted. On the other hand, impressive gains
achieved by the CBI will help to justify expanding the CBI program to include
more students and more schools within the system.

The evaluation process itself must be designed carefully. If there is a flaw
with the evaluation design, any findings, whether pro or against CBI, will be
totally meaningless. We now mention the components that should minimally be
ih-luded in evaluating a CBI program, and strongly advise that a school systom
seek the expertise of a statistical evaluation specialist when Warming the
evaluation component. In evaluating whether one method for doing anything is
better than another method, there must be a "treatment group" and a "control
group." For the case at hand, the treatment group consists of students receiving
computer instruction. The control group consists of students who are not
receiving computer instruction. In the event that all students in a school orin the
school system are receiving computer instruction, then the control group can be
comprised of students from previous years who were not part of any CBI
program; if this is the case, however, the treatment group must be appropriately
matched to avoid a design flaw. That is, one has to make sure that the students
from the treatment group are not being compared to a control group comprised
of students who received instruction at a school different from that in which the
treatment group is enrolled.

The most typical form of evaluation is to select some standardized measure
of achievement, such as the California Achievement Test, and administer it to
both the treatment group and the control group. Differences in the performance
levels of these two groups are then evaluated for statistical significance. The
school system may choose to develop their own assessment test to use in the
evaluation process. The locally developed assessment test may provide more
flexibility in measuring areas which may beof specific interest, such as ability to
solve mathematical word problems. We have a word of caution to offer in cases
where a locally developed assessment test is used, namely that before this
instrument is used in the evaluation, it must be validated for reliability, where we
use "reliability" in the statistical sense.

'We use "significantly higher" in the statistical sense. That is, do the gains achieved by the CBI
students exceed the gains arNeved by students not receiving computer instruction by a margin large
enough that it could not haty happened by accident.
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Concluding Remarks
It should be evident from the previous sections that planning a computer-

based instructional program is a major undertaking. To make well-informed
decisions requires expertise covering topics in curriculum, hardware, software,
implementation, and evaluation. We will now offer Some suggestions on finding
possible sources of information to help in the decislon-making process, and on
finding possible sources of financial support to help in the implementation
phase.

The expertise provided by consultants can be a valuable source of
information. Initially consultant fees may appear to be expensive but in the long
run the investment can result in substantial savings of both time and money. A
good consultant, if provided with the constraints that the school system wishes
to impose on their CBI program, can provide advice on which CBI programs
could prove effective, on hardware/software issues, and on fi nancial sources
whic h could be tapped to support the CBI program. Wnat is more difficult to state
is how one goes about finding a "good" consultant, or more appropriately, a
consultant to meet the needs of the school system. There is no "best way" to
search fora consultantwe can only suggest that the followi ng organizations be
asked to recommend possible candidates: 1) Universities with reputable
"computers in education" programs, 2) School systems with successful CBI
programs, and 3) Federally funded education labs and centers with "tech nology"
programs, such as the Educational Technology Center at Harvard University or
the Appalachia Educational Laboratory.

There are four other sources of informatioo which we strongly recommend.
The first consists of visiting schools which have successful CBI programs. Site
visits are the best opportunity to assess whether a similar program is feasible at
one's own school. Further, site visits are very useful for identifying not only what
features make that particular CBI program effective but also what mistakes (if
any) were made in designing and implementing the program so that these are not
repeated. A second source of information is the articles and reviews that appear
in the numerous educational computing magazines available today. A third
source is various publications distributed by professional organizations such as
the National Council of Teachers of Mathematics. Finally, the many conferences
held each year under the general rubric of "computers in the classroom" can be
quite informative.

We have a number of suggestions to help defray the costs of implementing
and operating a CBI program. Collaborations between several school systems/
districts can be financially advantageous. For example, since a minicomputer
can service several remote sites, two or more schocil systems could share the
costs of establishing a joint CBI program based on an extended software
package. School systems could also form purchasing collaboratives and
negotiate attractive pura using agreements that would result in significant
discounts on hardware/software. Another possible source of funding are Federal
programs; although monies from many Federal programs cannot be used to
purchase equipment, they can be used to defray the costs associated with
personnel and operating expenses. Finally, we strongly urge that school systems
seek support from the local private sector. Local business and industry are
usually overlooked as a source of funding, however, they are often favorably
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disposed toward supporting worthwhile "causes" that serve to enhance their
community image.

Up to now, no mention has been made of the important role that establishing
the appropriate channels of communication plays in the success of a CBI
program. The planning, implementation and operation stages can be greatly
facilitated if the prograen gains acceptance and support from parents, teachers
and the school system's administration. To achieve acceptance and support, we
suggest the following:1) A written summary of the plan should be disseminated
which states the purpose for establishing a CBI program and the program's
intended goals, 2) When the CB! program is implemented, an "open house"
should be held to show pal ents the facility, and to explain to them both the tyre
of CBI program that their chi!dren will be using and the expected benefits of the
program, and 3) The findings from studies evaluating the program's effectiveness
should also be disseminated. We should be aware that computer-based
instruction can be intimidating, especially to a teacher who may fear that a
computer may someday replace him/her. Keeping all interested parties well-
informed will not only help ameliorate fears but also help the program gain
acceptance.

We have covered quite an extensive list of issues that should be considered
whey planning a CBI program. As formidable as the task may seem, farsighted
educators must recognize that the use of computers in education will continue to
grow at an ever increasing pace over the next few years. It is therefore imperative
that care, vision and sensitivity be exercised in shaping the future of using new
technologies in education.
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Appendix A
Needs Assessment Process Manual

ActivIty 1: An Overview of the ConferenceIts Purposes and Processes.
Welcome to the State Conference on Educational Needs Assessment for

teachers using microcomputers in the teaching of basic mathematics. This
conference is sponsored by AEL, the Appalachia Educational Laboratory, and
NIE, the National Institute of Education.

This conference is one of four being conducted in the states of Kentucky,
Tennessee, Virginia, and West Virginia. It is a part of the Technology and Basic
Skills (TABS) Program of AEL. The purpose of the program is to identify needs of
teachers using microcomputers for instruction and to provide some assistance
in coping with those needs.

Unlike many of the traditional teaching tools, the microcomputer presents
new problems and issues that are outside the experience of many experts in
education. Rather, expertise in the use of microcomputers for instruction lies
with teachers such as you who have pieneered the use of this exciting new tool.
Thus, you have an important perspective regarding the needs of teachers
involved in instructional computing. We want to know how you perceive those
needs, and so we have convened this conference for that express purposeto
learn what you consider to be the most important issues regarding the use of
microcomputers for instructionparticularly in the basic mathematics class-
room.

Before going any further, let's see who you are. You'll discover that you have
some things in common. Each of you has used computers in the classroom. You
are all teachers of mathematics. And, of course, you are all from the same state.
On the other hand, there are some differences among yotr. You teach students at
different grade levels. You teach at schools of varying s!ze located in diverse
kinds of communities. You use different kinds of computers and various software
Programs.

Let's now take a few minutes to meet each other and to find out where we're
1. orn and what some of those differences are. Let's begin our introductions with...

(A round of personal introductions)

Again, thank you for coming. In inviting you to this conference, we havetried
to bring together experienced computer-using teachers and, at the same time,
assemble a group representative of the diverse educational settings in the state.

As the."experts" in the field, we hope you can help us identify answers to the
question that drives this conference:

"What, as a group, do you consider to be the most important needs of
teachers using microcomputers in teaching basic mathematics."

Now a word or two about the processes we'll be using to address our guiding
question. Between now and mid-afternoon today when the conference adjourns,
six important activities will take place. You will be intimately involved in all six of
these activities, and taken together, they will result in a major product: a display
of what you, as a total group, consider to be the most important needs of
computer-using teachers of this stateparticularly regarding basic mathematics
instruction.
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Here's a list of the six activities that will comprisa the conference:
1. An overview of the conferenceits purpose and processes
2. Generating initial need statements in four small groups
3. Searching for clarity and understanding within each 0"
4. Confirming clarity across the groups
5. Preparing each group's producta set of refined nec xnents
6. And, then rating the importance of the needs descr ibed in the need

statements.
The first five activities will comprise th is morning's session. The sixth activity

will be our major activity this afternoon.
During the lunch hour, we will introduce a somewhat different perspective.

At that time, we will share with you some information about AEL as well as more
details regarding the TABS program. We will explain how the needs you will
identify today will become the basis for the development of practical solutions to
help teachers, such as yourselves, to cope with those needs.

For several reasons, we think you'll appreciate the specific processes that
we'll be using during the conference:

First, in about 6 hours, the processes will move us from a blank sheet of
paperin fact, many blank sheets of paperto a list of educational needs
and a clear indication of their relative importance.
Second, the processes are group processes, so they are designed to
produce a final product that is more than a simple collection or aggregation
of each person's individual input.
Third, the processes require you to structure your input in particular ways,
so that the resulting information can be generated efficiently and presented
most usefully to those who await it.
Fourth, in the interest of producing a product that is truly a group product,
the processes require public display and review of much of your
deliberations.
Fifth, and perhaps most important, the processes require you and the
conference staff to view each other in very specific ways.

You are the "content experts" in this conf3renceor, to put it another way,
we look to YOU for the substance of our conference.

In effect, then, YOU have the content, WE have the processes. Together. we
can create an effective conference and a useful product for those concerned
about improving education in this state through the use of computer assisted
instruction.

Let us now proceed to Activity 2.

Activity 2: Generating initial need statements in four small groups
This is the first substantive activity of the conference, but before we begin it,

you need a little more information:
about what we mean by a "need statement," and
about the particular procedures we'll be using to generate these need

staternents.
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If someone were to ask you right now to identify your greatest need, you'd
probably answer in a word or two. For instance, you might answer with the
phrase, "more authority on the job." You might identify "a new car" as your
greatest need, or you might simply respond ,"a cup of coffee." Think about each
of these answers to the question, for each of them probably identifies a
prescription or solution to a need rather than to the need itself. For instance, you
need "rnoney" because that may be the best way to obtain something that you
don't now have. And you need "a new car," not just to have a new car, but rather
because you need to get from here to there.

The point is that when we're asked to identify needswhether our own or
someone else'swe typically identify prescriptions or solutions rather than
explicit needs. Our answer to the question, "What do yo u need?" is usually not a
need at all, but rather a specific way of satisfying some need that really remains
unarticulated.

The danger in identifying prescriptions rather than needs is twofold:
First, the need itself remains implicit, unarticulated, and assumed, so we can

never test to see if it really is a need.
Second, there are many different ways to meet the same need, and tu nnel-

vision on a particular prescription literally blinds us to considering those many
alternatives.

Thus, thrOughoutou r work today, we want to avoid prescriptions as much as
possible, and we want to focus instead on actual needs.

To help us do that, we're going toquite arbitrarilythink of a "need
statement" as consisting of three parts or components:

1. a referent or a broad topic about which we want to describe a particular
need

2. a description of what is with respect to that particular referent or topic,
and

3. a comparable description of what is preferred with respect to that same
referent or topic.

Here, for example, are three illustrative need statements, any one of which
might have been generated by several of us today:

Referent
1. Currentroom temper-
ature
2. Interest rates in the
U.S.

3. My kids

Description
of what Is
It is now 75 in this room.

I nterest rates are cur-
rently running at 11-13
percent.
They are many miles
from here.

Description of
what Is preferred
That is be only 68 in the
room.
That rates be no more
than half their current
rate.
That we be together in
the same place.

Note several characteristics about these three illustrative need statements:
First, note that the three parts of the need statementsthat is, their referent,

their descriptions of what is, and their descriptions of what is preferredare
interrelated to each other.

Second, note that assertions about what is lend themselves relatively easily
to empirical evidence; assertions about what is preferred do so much less
directly.
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Third, as a consequence of the distinctions just drawn, you are likely to
accept or not accept as factually correct assertions about what is, whereas you
may agree or not agree with assertions about what is preferred.

Fourth, in each of the above illustrations, the combined assertions about
what is and what is preferred describe a discrepancy or gap, and that is exactly
how we want to think about "needs" during the next few hours. A need (or need
statement) describes a discrepancy between what is and what la preferred. It
does not describe a prescription, solution, or action to meet some unarticulated
need.

Because this definition of a need is so important to the process we'll be using
during the conference, it's probably worth repeating:

A NEED (OR NEED STATEMENT) DESCRIBES A DISCREPANCY
BETWEEN WHAT IS AND WHAT IS PREFERRED.

Fifth, note that each assertion about what is can stimulate a variety of
different assertions about what is preferred: similarly, the same assertion about
what is preferred can be matched with assertions about what is that differ
dramatically in degree, if not 1 n kind. Al I of which underscores the importance of
being careful as we can when we try to articulate what we perceive to be needs.

Last, note that historians heal with assertions about the past; futurologists
with assertions about the future. For our purposes today, our assertions will be
about present conditionswhat Is and what is preferred.

Let's practice for a few moments on this distinction between assertions of
what is (A) or what is preferred (B):

Indicate in the blank before each statement whether the statement asserts
What is (A) or what is preferred (B):

1 Flights into Chicago-O'Hare are rarely on time.
2. I wish the waitress would bring coffee without my having to ask for

it.
3 _The world is a most unsettled place today.
4 Jhe service during last night's dinner was excellent.

like very much to return to the same restaurant tonight.
6 _State employees received a 6 percent salary increase last year and

will probably receive another 6% this year.
7 or my money, nothing's worse than a bed that's too soft.
8. Jhere are 32 persons in this room right now.
9 _There ought to be a law against things like that.

10 There already is.

Now, let's go over your responses and see how you described each
assertion.

(review response)

Now, you will generate a few assertions of your own. In the space below,
write two statements that describe what Is, either with respect to the world out
therewhich includes othersor with respect to yourself.

1.
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2,

Let's take a moment to go over your responses.

(review responses)

And now, write two statements that describe what is preferred, again either
with respect to the world out there or with respect to yourself. For the sake of
consistency, begin with the word "that." You might want to relate the "that"
statements to the "what lc," statements you have just written.

1.

2.

Again, let's take a moment to go over your responses.

(review responses)

Finally, using the format presented on the next page, generate one need
statement directly related to computer-assisted instruction. As you do, keep in
mind the characteristics of need statements discussed earlier (pages 2.2 and
2.3).

Description Description of
Referent of what Is what is preferred

How did you do? Let's share some of thesenot so much for the content, but
rather for their format as need statements.

(review responses)

Now that we've developed a format for stating needs, we're ready to begin to
tackle the big question:

"What, as a group, do you consider to be the most important needs of
teachers using microcomputers in teaching basic mathematics?"

To get at this question, we're going to divide into four small groups, each of
which will have 5-7 members and each of which will work sim ultaneously
through the same set of procedures for the rest of the day. Within each of the four
groups, which we've creatively labeled A, B, C, and D, we want as many
perspectives presented as possible. To that end, we have preassigned each of
you to one of the four groups. Your particular group assignment, along with the
perspective you represent, is ;ndicated on your name tag.

You should also notice that we have set up four "stations" in this room.
Already formatted on a large piece of butcher paper at each station is the
three-part structure of a need statement: a space for identify a referent, a space
for writing a what Is assertion about that referent, and a space for writing a
comparable what is preferred assertion (beginning with "that") about the same
referent. You'll also notice that each of the four stations has been designated A,
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B, C, or D so that you can find your particular group's station.
When you're given the sig nal to disperse, go to your station, meet the other

members of your group, and, as soon as you can, designate someone within the
group to serve as the group's initial "recorder."

The job of a recorder is just thatto record or transcribe directly on the
display chart before the group all of the statements of need that are
contributed by the other members of the group.
It is not the job of the recorder to edit any of the statements or to question
their veracity or value. Rather, the recorder's responsibility is simply to
record as faithfully as possibleverbatim, if necessarythe need state-
ments offered by each group member. In fact, the recorder should eleck
regularly to make certain that what has been recorded matches accurately
what was Intended by each contributor.
Each need statement should be written legibly and large enough so that it
can be easily read by all members of the group. Number each statement as
it Is added to the list. When you fill up a sheet of paper, rehang it off to the
side, but still within sight of the group. Let us know if you need more paper.
The job of the recorder should probably be rotated among group
members, both to share the task equitably and to give the recorder ample
opportunity to be a contributor to the list of need statements and not just a
transcriber of them.
Finally, the recorder should use the black marker to record these
statements.

The name of the game here is group productivitythat is, generation within
each of the four groups of a large number of statements of need. The task is
essentially a brainstorming one, so the usual rules associated with brainstorming
should be followed:

No questioning of the meaning or clarity of statements offered. Either
make mental notes or make notes on the sheets of paper provided in the
packet. There will be ample time later to raise questions and seek
clarification but to do so now will inhibit both the process and willingness
of group members to contribute.
Similarly, no evaluationeither verbally or non-verballyof any state-
ments contributed. Nothing will turn off group members faster then "put-
downs" that make them wish they'd kept their mouths closed in the first
place.
No idle chatter that diverts the group from its production task.

Naturally, the pace of group contributions will depend largely upon the pace
of the recorder and the ability of other group members to keep on task and fill
every available moment with contributions. As a group member, be ready to
contribute a new need statement as soon as the recorder has completed the
current one.

Are there any questions?
If not, move to your stations, meet your colleagues, identify an initial

recorder, and begin generating as many answers as you can to this question:
"What, as a group, do you consider to be the most important needs of
teachers using microcomputers in teaching basic mathematics?"
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Activity 3: Searching for clarity and understanding within each group
The goal of the prior activity was to generate in each of four groups as many

need statements as possible In a relatively short period of time. Because the
activity was essentially a production task, we ask you to avoid discussing the
items as they were generated, even if you did not fully understand them or agree
with them. This prohibition was designed, of course to increase group
productivitynot just Intimidate you or devalue your participation as a group
member. Now, however, is the time to address the question of clarity and
understanding.

For this third conference activity, we'd like you to remain with your original
group, and, In a collaborative effort among all group members, we'd like you to
revisit each of the need statements generated in your group. Discuss each
statement, particularly with the person who generated it, and edit it to increase
clarity, striving continually to develop a common, shared understanding of its
meaning.

Whereas the prior activity called for minimal, overt group interaction, this
next activity calls for maximum Interaction among your group's members as
together you work to increase the clarity of each need statement. Note though
that the focus of group attention should be on the meaning of each statement,
not on the truth or value of Its assertions.

To carry out this search for clarity and understanding, we ask you to engage
in the following sequence of activities in your group:

First, identify a member of the group who is willing to serve as a kind of
"moderator" during this search for clarity and understanding. The moderator's
primary responsibility will be one of keeping the gtoup on task, guiding
discussion of each item, soliciting reactions and commentsespecially from
those who originally contributed the itemsand generally helping the group
achieve consensus on the meaning of each need statnr" rh is responsibility is
certainly not awesome, but it is important to the utk, ..`fective functioning.
OK, please irientify a moderator. Modbrators, raise Our Ind.

Second, identify another member of the group v*iho .1s willing to serve as
recorder during this clarifying task. As discussion of eozh need statement
suggests the need to revise, add, or delete words or phrases in the original
referent or in the original assertions of what Is or what Is preferred, it will be the
recorder's responsibility to catch up these suggested changed directly on the
display chartstriking out words, adding new ones, reorganizing phrases, or, if
necessary, drafting entirely new statements. Make these modifications using the
red marker, so that group members can distinguish easily between the original
need statements and their revisions. OK, please identify a recorder. Recorders
raise your hand.

Third, to get the process going, individually rate on a piece of paper, the
clarity of each of your group's original need statements. Read each complete
need statement carefullythat is, each referent and its comparable assertions
about what Is and what is preferredand, on that reading, rate the clarity of each
complete statement on a simple three-point scale:

3: This need statement is quite clear; I think I understand it.
2: This need statement is moderately clear, but I do have a question or two
about its meaning.
1: This need statement is pretty hazy, and ' have lots of questions about its
meaning.
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Fourth, process each of the original need statements, focusing on them one
at a tirne. Share verbally your Individual ratings of clarity as you review each need
statement, forthe numeric ratings will enable you quickly and easily to see which
need statements are relatively clear to all and which require further discussion
and revision. Analyze the ratings carefully. Raise questions. Suggest alternative
phrasing. Invite the person who originally generated the item to explain points
that are unclear. And, with the assistance and agreement of that individual, edit
the statement as necessary to increase its clarity.

The goal is two-fold:

to achieve reasonable consensus among group members on the clarity of
each statement, and
to make certain that the intended meaning of each statement will be
reasonably clear to others outside the group who have not participated in
its deliberations.

To increase the chances of achieving that goal:

Add exal roles and Illustrations to assertions that are general.
Make certain that the what Is and what Is preferred assertions clearly
address the same referent. If a need statementor even part of itseems
to address two different referents, either split it out into two different need
statements, or clarify the relationship between the assertions.
If a need statement really presents prescriptions rather than assertions of
what Is or the desirability of what Is preferred, work backwards to the
needs that those prescriptions are designed to meet.

Throughout this search for clarity and understanding, avoid discussing the
truth of what Is or the desirability of what Is preferred. The purpose here is to
search for meaning, not for truth or value. By the same token, of course, if this
search for clarity stimulates new need statements oralternatives to those already
on the group's list, by all means 'd them to the list and process them for clarity
in exactly the same way you hE rocessed all of the other need statements.

A final suggestion before v. ^ , n. The rating activity with which you begin
the search for clarity is an ti,a .; 'al task. Rate the statements on first
impressions of clarity using the rating scale. Don't take too much time on the
rating process. Then begin consideration of each statement by quickly sharing
the ratings, to determine if editing is needed. Pass over those with a pre-
dominance of 3 ratings.

ActIvIty 4 confirming clarity across the groups
At ft '1/4 f, ,int, we want to reorganize our four groups for a few moments and

test bric.P1 dICI clarity of the need statements generated and refined in each of
the groups.

To do this, we ask that three members of each groupexcluding those
persons who served as moderator and recorder during the search for clarity
vol u nteer to scatter themselves among the other three groups. Then when the
new gro ups are constituted and people have had a chance to meet each other, we
ask the three visitors to each group to do the following:
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With the assistance of the moderator and recorder who can help you
through the editings that have been made, read each of your new group's
need statements. Essentially following the same procedure you used
earlier In your own group, rate the clarity of each need statement on the
same three-point scale.
While you are rating the clarity of the various need statements, discourage
the group's original members f rom adding verbal clarificationG that are not
stated explicitly in the written statements before you.
When you've read and rated each statement, share your ratings with the
group, and, even more important, share your reasons for those ratings.
Work together through each item, and share with the group's original
members your sense of what each statement communicates and how
clearly it does so.

For those of you who are receiving these reactions to your group's edited
need statements, take careful notes using the green marker on the display chart.
You may not want to edit the statements permanently, preferring to await the
return of your three absent group members, but do try to catch up somewhere
the essence of the reactions and suggestions that your three visitors have to the
clarity of your group's need statements.

The intent here is certainly not to find fault. Rather, it is to bring to each need
statement the perspective of at least three individuals who have not been a party
to your group's deliberations, but who, in their own groups, have worked just as
hard as you have to maximize the clarity of a comparable set of need statements.
By and large, this visit by three strangers ought to confirm the general success of
your group's earlier search for clarity.

Let's see if it does. Identify the three group members who will scatter, send
them on their way, welcome your three visitors, and take advantage of their
willingness to test the clarity of yourgroup's need statements. Remember, do not
spend a lot of time on the rating activityl Go to itl

Activity 5: Preparing each group's producta set of refined need statements.
Now that each group has taken full advantage of its three visitors and has

received from them the reactions and suggestions they have to offer, let's
reconstitute the original four groups and move into this fifth activity of the
morning.

When your group is again together, take a final look at your need statements.
Refine them as necessary or desirable in light of the reactions and suggestions
offered by the three visitors who reviewed the statements. Focus particularly on
those statements (or parts of statements) that appeared to have presented the
greatest problems of understanding forthe visitors and on those statements that
have been edited as a result of the visitors' reactions.

Then, when you're satisfied with your group's product, please write each
need statement on the forms using the black pens provided. Identify the need
statement in the upper left-hand corner of each form with a combined letter and
number (for instance, B-1, B-2, and B-3 for the first three need statements in
Group B).

Please prepare these formswhich represent your group productas
neatly as possible, for copies of them will be used in this afternoon's activity. We
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suggest that the moderator assign 3-4 statements to each group member to
divide the transcribing task. Do not fill in the rating oortion of each form, i.e.,
leave the right-hand column on the form blank.

OK, take that final look at your need statem?nts, review the revisions
suggested by your three visitors, and then prepare your group's set of forms. At
12:30 we hope to be finished with this last activity of the morning. While we are
having lunch, assistants will make each of you a copy of all four group's
statements for use after lunch.

Activity 6: Assessing the importance of needs described in the revised need
statements.

We're now ready to assess the importance of the needs described in each
statement produced this morning.

We want you individually to draw your own conclusions and to rate the
importance nf the needs described in each need &etement.

When you are rating the impo:lance of the items, consider:

The personal priority you place on that need, and
the potential impact on the state if that need can be met.

Each of you has been given an envelope containing the full set of need
statements produced by all four groups. Before you begin marking the scale on
the right-hand side of each statement, we would like to mention a few points to
keep in mind.

The scale measures the level of importance you as an individual assign to
the need expressed in the statementfrom a high level of importance to a
low level of importance.
There are also ques:-on marks at the bottom of the scale. You should circle
the question marks (a) when you ieel the statement is unclear, or (b) when
you feel that you don't understand the statements well enough to be rated.
Please try to take full advantage of all five points on the scale. Avoid the
tendency to rate the statements always at the extreme high or extreme low
ends of the scale.
Expect redundancy among the statements, since there will be repetition
from group to group. Rate all items, even if you feel you have rated one
previously that was the same or very similar.
When you have completed rating all of the need statements, please put
them back in their envelope.

Before you leave, we have one final request. Please fill out the conference
evaluation form included in your envelo pe and return it along with the rated
statements. Thank you for all your effort today.
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Appendix B
List of Need Statements from Conferences
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011141151161 Iraltoots pro ttttt with epordi
SATING 6.41
SUNDA.. 0,0141106 0.95

KI0D6 C tttt ?Alt: Sof ttttt critstis
USA? IS: Much tt loo too ttttt

PREOLINED: t ion for trsehor
RATING 1.65
STANDARD 1E1IA1101 1.03

E t007 tttttt Nts training. eouputer use
10114? I I Man,. t . e 111 tancofortoblo U. in roost

Pk ttttttttt Troehor oosioty ks
NATINE 3.61
STANDARD DEVIAIION IAD

K INDS tttttt Mt: Tr. inint o cooputet use
WRAI II: Many tol.ro doet woot 00 Isar, IC Vs. ropot ors

: All toot re hs 41.Iing to Issrn to uss comp
RATING 7.71
ITANDAPI DEVIATION ..20

It0D9
: Partivors s tttttt studs.

501AI IS: lot ...Rh h I. soma schools
ttttttt ED. Thor, bs sofficisnt h ttttttt in all schools

'ATING 4.70
GIANDAND DEVIAIION 0.56

11010 ItrEgEn1, lofty". tttttt
WRAT II: lot ttttt p ttttttt oot aosilsble for sll coopolsrs

ttttttt ED: tttttttt pso ttttt Os sosiIebls for all asiot broad
DATING 3.61
STANDAND DEVIATION 1.31

1/01I 10100150It ?smiting. rokpUlot us.
WHAT II: toot:otos use oft.c p in tschaical ttttt

FRE0011f2; Cooputst woe bs p in layosn's tsrne
RATING 3.95
ITANDAND 0001AtION 1.17

SID12 t , teechsr
WU? II: Morly teschsrs hoys limits.

ttttttt ED, lard... b. &or. tttttt Ma to all tasehats
RATING 4.57
gEANDAND DEVIATION 0.59

11013 ttttt INT: ?soloing. fooputor Os.
NUT II: Teschsrs uooilling to i ttttt tie. to loaf. compote

P1000111[0: Taorbnrn b. oilliog to boo.. ...put" li tttttt
RATING 3.64
STANDAMD !AVIATION 1.31

II014 1 I. ie.
VHAI 1112 Compufora uoo fakes lims Iroo tred101ee0l

I104 o.Y of int./rating ewspotor ieto el 00000 oa
RATING A.DD
SIANDAND DEVIATION 0.96

SIDIS 1 Training. apaPoi.. A..
IAA? 11. Moor tosehsro osies fooputers lack trsiaios

r 000000 ED: Teachers osia. 000p 00000 hobo Eraittiog to do ao
RATING 4.26
ITANDAND DEVIAI1010 046

E TC29 It 00000 T: Yroieiogo opscifie pros
WHAT II: loschrrs lock knoolsdge of P II016 00000 KIM Toslehsr infontilro

PSEIZINED: Tssehsrs Atty. inoolsdis 67 o p ligAT igs ?machos. hsws co tins to prsoior msterisle
SATING 1.74 PI 00000 DD. ims bs providsd to prof/ie. sod ofS TANDAND DEVIATION 1.21 RATING 4.40

STANDAND DEVIATION 0.62

SIOD1 DEMENT: gof 00000 eritsria
VW II: Most oaf 00000 dull drill oed prselics ET017 NEVENElill Trainlwg . In.Ith. .r

PIErt11[0: Sof 00000 oohs.. studsot abilitiso 6 On 10 in WHAT IS: Collegos offsr 0017 p 000000 r.r. f1esssti
SATING 4.14

PIEOPINEDt Collo." offsr eoursss in cl 0000000 oso of computsRTANDAND DEVIATION 1.06 SATING ' 4.26
Milting. DEVfATION 1.05

SIOD2 1100E0ENT: lotto., 000000
NEAT lit 41. 00000 secant sad 0e01007 ovailebla in eehool

: MOro and Oar lty of 000 be aOsileblr in ehoo
S ATING 4.01
STANDAPO DEVIATION 0.90

ETOIli t II ttningidireol ion
NHS? IS: N. sfste dirsctioa ia oos cf co...tors in sdocsfio

clIEPONNEDI I. slots dirsetion I. use of coop 00000 ill sducstio
PATING 6.13
STANDARD DEVIATION 0.92
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1E119 NMENNat 1
Nay 10t Poet ,,,,, 1.1.. ..,1.46. .,,ri, ' .. mad....

PPPPPP RED, Por. oodorn it/ells/Nisi. ..... . . , .".1/,,I.

P ARING 3 OS
ATANDARD DIVIATION 1.31

I1020 AEFENNON lo ...... ion
VONE IN . do not .1100 t0011.1 t1s, .. yul..eht

Olt/WM . hov conpuc.r. 0 r.1.,..t
S ARIN!, 7.80
STANDARD DEVIATION 1.44

11121 ..... NMI Planningldirettion
%MAT MN NW toofut.r progroo. iniristsd 67 1-2 10.1h.r.

ZZZZZZ IAD: Coppola u., be pItoned tf...101,4ot progrla
RARING 4.00
STANDARD 0E7%1A2100 0.90

Vaal t Sof ..... tra.ri.
*RAI 1St Copputef progroo. otgonis.d 6 di ..... d by non-elp.

...... RED: Poogrow. h.v. Iopoll.urhority fr toop-..peri....
PARING 4.67
STANDARD 0I91411011 0.48

01123 NEFENNat Pl000iosidi,00lio.
11011.1 ISt No aste goid.lin.. for t.rti1i0.,1.0 eier.

I More be c.rtific.tloo guid.litle./r.Oulreo.ot.
PARING 3.10
STANDAIID 'AVIATION 1.64

IET924 ZZZZZ flat llof .... topic.
VINE IS: Noa .oftw.c. I. drill ond 70.0040.

NATLAREIN Nor. tutor1.1 .oftwore be d.v.loped
AffIPC 4.09
ITANDARD DEVIATION 0.90

4i029 NIFENENTI Softw.r. criteri.
VINE IN Lou quallt) .oftw.re exi.t.

VREFECIIIN All op(roore b. of high Nuolitp
NATINC 4.39
ITANDAND 0EVIA7ION 0.71

I0601 ZZZZZZZZ : Tt.iolog, tooputer u.e
VIVI IN Teah.r oot od.gtto NO) tr. in.d io un of toop.te,

ZZZZZ 01110t Tooch.r. b. tr.in.d 10 th. ... of toop ZZZZZ

RARING 6.47
STANDNID 049IAIN:4 0.99

10402 veremem lo tttttt ion
GNAT IN Littl. toordlootloo betw.ea test sod cs

fROIFRED, Se aoordioNcloo backs.o teat sod softy
141IO0 4.44
STANDARD DEVI/JIM. 0.61

111404 tttttt la: Nerdy., etc.... t.dent
VIAR IN tea. for *popular 1.b. i. 11.10.4

. ge sorer .p.c. for coypu., lobo
RARING 7.33
51440450 DEVIANDA 1.28

NAOS tttttt lat Nady.re .tudont
SNOT IN 14110 of bardrae to studool. too

1I01E5R00: Natio of bado.re to .tudent. be 1

4.31
ITANDAND DEVIATION 0.59

10406 RgTEPINT: to( ttttt 00.0060
GNAT IS: Little .of ..... 0.0 b. provioted Naar. purth...

tttt 14101/: NO,. .Oft.f. C., 6. p,foifVO4 WO. porth.Of
IATINC 4.06

IMANDAND DEVIANDA 0.117

TNAO7 REINANT: lotegration
VIIAR 11: To.cher. do not bey. tip, to Corr.lote .oftt 6 cur

01101111100, Ne.n. b. provided to torrylots .of ..... /cab tor,
IIATINC 4.11

gRANDARD DEVIATIDA 0.96

IRARS RETIRI470 Nardi.. rep.fr
WAR 11: point...pt. io ......ive sod slow

014001111IN Voioten.nte b. f.st and *hoot/
RATING 3.00
!MANDAN* DIVIATIDA 1.21

I9A09 ROMANY: 414,0.
NUT IS: 0..r. Ore oOt .0610.1

PANIIIRD: V.er. be tttttt sd to b. .thic. 1

RATING 2.93

5RANDARD DEVIATION 1.21

TNA10 14,906T: Sof ttttt tevillte
VRAT MI No orgNsitod ladesioN of .oftv.re

011101115E0: There be 4.40.405 of .of ttttt

SATING 3.61

STANDAND DIVIATION 1.14

73

IMAM RIPERENT: Tr . InlOg . coop." u..
WHAT II: I.% tstlar . a .61. to .N. multi.. 0400, r.pir

110001I1D: R.abor. loin ittowl.dgo to 11414 routio..aio.or Is/
NATIRC 3.06
5IA141-11 DEVIATION 1.11

T0411 WIRENT: Nordtor. soturitY
OUT 11: 10 la, feel little tespon.ibl. for quipo.

NaPERIAD: 0..r. f.el %or. re..0111.110. for equip...at ift lob.

RATIN, 2.94
S TANDARD DEVIATION 0.61

T1417 10 ...... : go( ..... ......
VNAT 11: 0.14ge4 .of ..... I. h.rd to collate

PAIPIRNED: 0.005,4 .of ttttt b. ...iv' to r.plat.
RATING 3.18
S TAND/JO DEVIATION 0.81

111414 NEPIRENT: 601 ttttt triteri.
914T lg. Little .of ..... .0t.pte .1tern.le r.eo.o.e.

liar num i pl.,. .01 ttttt .00 971 ......... r ...eon..
SATING -0.57
STANDARD *MOTION 0.92

T1415 RI tttttt : Sof ttttt triteri.
664T It: 14.n.get.tit portion. of "Nu., na (1./1bl.

NIEVERIADI V.g.geoent Nation. of .oftw.r. b. fle.ible
107100 3.13
IT/JIB/AD DrVIATIOM 0.94

10016 A[PIRINT: Sof ttttt topic.
*NAT 15: 0..lity softw.re oet wilbly for 0.56 PretTo

PVI0111140: 11. guolity .0100er. for both pro .....
9471116 4.13

STL27900 DIVIATION 0.62

1(417 NIPIRINT: 1101 ..... critaio
VNAT 15: Error .11.17.1. Oat 000000 f0 r.th "(It..

pperetpto: 5. oor. .rfor 14/.11.1. .0s11.61, io swth sal .....
MATING 1.71
STANDAIM DONATION 1.14

510 ttttt : so. art...
MOAT IS: R.atber. U01104f. of or uombl. to get pub. do*. .of

041711NE0: Imsc),er be swat of .nd oble 00 get public doo of
RATING 4.15

TTANDARD DEVIATION 0.71

TNA20 Pato.. tric.ri.
MOAT IS: Too 8047 plot... oro elootrocio workboOie

rigtrupco: t pro ..... be .111. I. *fee cronfc workbook.

N ATINC 7.19 .

STANDAND DEVIATION 1.15

T5A11 PEIMAT: Vlentligaidirettioo
VOAT Mt Little. coonuoiretion ...eng edut.lor. to elle Of too

PS ...... D: I. oor. 10.1101. 0005 Yd. ..... ding us..
RARING 4.00
STAIMAND laVIATION 1.03

11421 NEFIlallft Fof ..... act...
VNAT MN Faa ON.S.Ola. calor oultiNfe copy distr..

........ D: Nor. *mewl. off., rultiple toll diaouot.
O ATING 1.78
STANDAND DEVIATION 1.16

T5101 PRICIIIII: Sof ..... re.l.to
VRAT IS: lbro I. too ouch .of ..... to .0.10.r.

..... NIEDt A v.p to ...lust.. .oftyor. ...11) b. v.il.ble
CARING 748
STANDARD DEVIATION 1.11

701101 ..... Nat frainins. Computer 14.
NAT IS: R.0011., c SAM. 14odIo 141o5 en.ote

R.CIIN b. .6I to 14od 1. ibt.1111C.
RARING 3.12
STANDARD DEVIATION 0.11

10103 ..... flag IINTdooTo a ..... Nudent
NAT IS: Net enough tordtar. for tlo.sroos o.o

..... NOM !sough b.rdwao for tl...,coe
RARING 4.12
STANDARD DIVIATION 0.65

T1704 It ....... i Training. 00.75te1 u..
UlleT 16, 1.0t6.,. h... y.rYing 1.0.1. Of "COOP..., .OlfOlp.

I 'WARN,. (0.) copfortobl. u.0,11 t001
RARING 4.61
STANDARD DEVIATION 0.11

TOSOS ..... 011ft Softy.to ..ReNa
UNAT Mit Sof ..... fop. boo' liYinioS

INEYENNEDt &taloa. r.p. bey. yor. Nuiping
RARING 3.00
STANNAND NEVIARIDN 1/46
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T11106 NETEKIUT: so iterie
SPAT I$ : Documenttion ftoft.o uncles.

: Pocueent.tion be wore Ale..
PAYING 4.17
STANDARD DEVIA11011 0.66

TACOS ttttt [DTI In tttttt ion
ANAT IS: Software not focue.d on specific Ievel.

I Software be focused on Alucific levels
RATING 4.13
STANDARD DEVIATION 1.07

111107 NETEKENT: FoftostA ...... TACO, REVERENT! Software review.
WHAT 151 Duch ofloAte i tDo upemeiae To, ...II "hoots WRAT 1St TeAchers um eeeee of osoy quality o

I,

: Pore sof eeeee be les. espemsive for &Pell chool. cher be iven info eeeee ding nolility loftv.r0
PAYING 3.72 SATING 4.19
STANDARD DEVIATIDD 1.11g STANDARD DEVIATION 1.17

T111106 REVERENT: Integration
VHAl Is. Littler e o eeeeee I. C Or re I At ed with dopted teat.

VAPIEKNED: Nue softuare be correlated uitb adopted telita
PAYING 4.22
STANDARD DEVIATION 6.65

111109 REVERENT: Sof eeeee critetie
bRAT IS. N..P 6116 eof eeeee requires 7 diet, Mum

POE . . SS, eoft.ere not require the us. of 2 drives
RATING 2.61
STANDARD DEVIATION 1.42

110110 REVENANT: IntegrAtion
WHAT 16: Uw uft.... Pro eeeee correlere with carticuluo

POE ttttt D. 14, euftuatr p ttttt os correlate 1.101 curricula...
RATING 4.00
STANDARD DEVIATION 0.64

TNCIO ttttt [DTI too
ANAT IS: lodes of prop". by U111. nil /loutish].

tttttttt P, lulu of p ttttt os by Ahills b. guilsble
RATING 4.26
STANDARD DEVIATION 0.90

TDC11 REVUENT1 rut...
ANAT 1111 E.luetion of sof ttttt I. a lugthY P tttttt

ttttt sod f ttttt fly to eluete sOftwar,
RATING 3.61
STANDARD DIVIATION 0.97

TDC12 X ttttt NT. Software "'pits
DNA? I ft Too few true tutorial wth pro/ r so

ttttttt Dt Fore ttttt is I ath pro ttttt
RATING A.27
S TANDARD DEVIATION 0.73

TUll REVENANT. So TDC11 ISEVERGATI Training. inAtruction uee
WHAT 16: tttttttt putchued cannot be copied ANAT IS: YugiChera .000t Justify tip. on ...Voter.

PNE : Educator. be llowed to copy props.. for ethool. tttttttt Ds Tuchere [On justify doe on Covputera
RATING 4.17 RATING 3.40
STANDARD DEVIATION 0.92 STANDARD DEVIATION 1.17

TN117 REVERENT: Nardure security
WHAT 16: 11Arduar. cannot be A io luny classrooms

PRE 1 Nuduare b. in .11 cl
RATING 1.67
STANDARD DRVIAlION 1.A1

U213 IMAM: TrAiAing. cooputer use
WRAT IS: UsdeAuste teacher train/DS in cOOputoril

PIT ttttt DI Adequat. [Ascher trsioiAg 10 coop
SATING 4.72
ITANDAKO DEVIATION 0.67

USIA IR tttttt : Nsrduare scums: etudeot
WRAT Igt Obole clAe. Unapt ore on. Doitor

?RETUNED: Pardo.. be ...ileble to Allow entire Alum to ..
NATING 1.76
STANDARD DEVIATION, 1.13

T11115 : s ttttttt crit.ri.
WHAT 16: Sof ttttt AM.., in Auslity

PRE RAtiog sCele be vilable to tttttt .11 ululate
RATING 1.76
STANDARD DEVIATION 1.16

TACI4 I Tr in in$ , rorputer use
%OAT l$1 Tuttle., hive limited lsoilierity oith cooputer.

tttttttt Dt ',Ache., be sare fuiliu with cooputera
RATING 4.4/
STANDARD DEVIATION 0.77

TACIS RIVEUNT. Sof ttttt DCA...
WOAT 101 N.th softy... ours group does not *slot

tttttttt Pt Thor. be oat ,. sof tttttttttt group
RATING 3.66
STANDARD DIVIATION 0.93

MI6 PEVEUNT, Tr.:traits. Cuputec u..
ANAT 151 Teachers do mot have uough tutu/at in coup lit

tttttt REP, Teacher/ holD Ore t r in hip 10 CDoputer I i trocy
RATING 4.25
STANDARD DEVIATION 1.06

TACI7 I Sof ttttt Sec..
WHAT 1N1 Little software cAo be leSsIlY oetvorhed

ttttt NUM NOre sof ttttt [bet coo be IegAlly ttttttt erd
RATING 3.17
STANDARD DEVIATION 1.07

USIA NETVIENT: Derduare repair TACI8 DEMENT. Flann1.16/dLuction
WRAT Ig. Too sr reChniCiene Ivo. *table for repir SNAT 1$1 CooPutec Uorlin ttttt beas little uthority

: Dore techoicius sasilAbl. for cooputer repair tttttttt Pt Cooputu coordiostore hue Sore authority
NATING 2.94 RATING 3.13
STANDARD DEVIATION 1.26 STANDARD DEVIATION 1.16

TACOI NETERENT, tttttttt lute..
WHAT 1St Copyright lw is too ttttt ict1,0

tttt t ED. Gopyritht law b le. restrict/VI,
RATING 4./1
STANDARD DPVIATION 1.32

TNC07 *MALAY: TrAimi.A. truttuction ....
WRAT 16: few teubere ttttt of benefits of CAI

. hue te.Chere b. owe.. DI bobefite of CAI
SATING 4.36
STANDARD DEVIATION 0.79

111CO3 tttttt NT: Tr./oink. tooputer use
WRAT III Navy teachers ¶e i Ow tufty ttttt with ar'I /0 t i

PRE I twOr teeth...a Vie., COrp itb uirty
SATING 4.66
STANDARD DEVIAllow 0.62

TACOA tttttt DT: So tttttt criterie
WRA1 IS: Nn y ttttt riot eamilAble for .11 basal pro

PlETNIUED: b. sagileble for ell bugle
RATING 1.59
STANDARD OpVIATION 1.21

TACOS SETTNENT: Sof ttttt OCCeall
WRAT IS: Little sof ttttt for secomdery tudents

ttttttt ED: hou sof ttttt for secondary etuduta
RAvING 1.71
STANDARD DEVIATION 1.31

TPCI I ttttttt ion
:IAT 101 Little sof ttttt that COrre tat es I,/ th Apr

:,;-101tp, Nor. software tbst carrels.. with 11611

SAt.lp DEVIATION 0.61

TNCTO ttttt NT. Integretion
WHAT IS: LIMA apftware correletion with .01

P ttttttt Ds Nue eoftwAre c ttttttt ed ulth .1011 ttttt nt temps
RATING 3.6I
STANDARD DEVIATION 1.17

TAC71 0 ttttt NT: Derdve., auuritg
ANAT 151 Little herdvar. i /or protectioo

tttt T ttt D. Mare herdware ineorence Orodfot protectioo
NATING 1.06
STANDARD DEVIATION 1.43

OC72 PETSKENTI Tuin/mg. 1 ion Yee
%MAT 1111 few staff developoent in use of CAI

a Due Staff d eve lopoent In use of CAI
NATING A.11
S TANDARD DTVIAlION 0.79

UAW DEVEKENTI Urdu,. access. Atudent
WHAT 16: G 1 oath etudeote hue no Access to cup

ttttt RAM 1 .Uh students hue Secy. tO ConpolOra
RATING 4.25
S TANDARD DEVIATION 0.65
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TAO! ttttt AT: 1..... intently. TAAII
MOAT 1Sf Te.ch.r. doe't he. pl.nning tie. lo ...iv ooftw. VAT III

I Te.ch.r. b. II.. tio, to c.d. .ot YYYYY 1111771
IATIMC 7.73 IATIPC
ITANPARD DIVIATION 1.19 ITANDAND [AVIATION

TAMA : Il . I II . . C C oil II , t tile n c
URAT 111: Ratio of coypu... to .todoo. II Poo.

: I, ttttt ..tio of corp.... A ....to
RATING A.29
ITAIDAND [AVIATION 0.91

I CO.WIT 1.01.

3.33
1.12

96619 t IntArioli.
IIRAT III ttttt Stir ot .chlo-... Mc

DRUMM ttttt b. tor. s.thloe-op.cific
lATIPC 2.74
ITANDAPD [AVIATION 1.32

VAASA ttttt [DTI Sof ttttt ace.. VAA10 tttttttt 1 lot ttttt IA
DRAT ISI tuft... not ...dilly avail... for toach. isle IllAT III Cutriculu nt Otto pig:it...log, lit, th

YR/FARED: loft.. b. tor. 1:y.11.bl. lo ...Am.. I Curriculuo 1......4 bomed on pruhl. .olvins
lATIMC 7.70 RATIPC 7.41
STANDARD [AVIATION 1.12 STANDARD DIVIATION 1,64

9AA02 I lofty.. omyi..
DRAT IS: Lott of cotelok. of t onl.. and 1..1

. h.Oftb.?.tc t.Ioi. yith co ttttt nd 1..1 given
RATING 7.61
STANDARD [AVIATION 1.09

90006 Training. ...IA.. vo.
TAT IS: let l.ochete uole....nd c.p1M111.1.

Nur. uod.toolind commblIili.
7.92

STANDARD DIVIATIDN 1.72

VW/ : Traininl. iv lion u.
DRAT 11: CespUtF CO ttttt cot r I .1" la e lt room ol

YRIAINED: 'fetch b. .r. rel.y.nt to Cl...foOs u.,
IAT1OC 741
ITANDAND [AVIATION 1.01

TWA 1IIIIIITi lofty.. tttttt
DRAT IS: ttttt not ...port.61, to 4 df ..... psi..

Prove. b. vriA.n for tn. .0 dIffese.1
ATHA 7.17
ITANPAID DITIATIOR 1.27

VAA09 ..... issidlr.c.ion
DRAT IS: No coatisuou. ..... 1.1 cur.icolut Iv.

Th.t b. cooli ..... Currifolum Lor t-12
KAIAK 7.7A
ITAIDAND PIVIATION 1.21

TAIO OltirilTo Planninkfdlr...loo
DRAT IS: Th.re I. no full-tlo. CooIdin.l.r

Th.. b. full-tip. coppu.r coordin.tor
RATING 7.21
STANDARD IA1437101 1.22

TAM t lofty.. ecc..
DRAT II: Nut opough softy.. for ba.ic 1..1 .ul...

1 V To .of.o.r. for b..I. 1..1 tod...
IAT1OC 7.63
STANDARD DIVIATION 0.911

91Al2 tttttt MI: Te.ch. incontly.
101AT III LIA1. tis. for ....... to cr... pot....

0107111071 Ils. promidol "02. ...ch.. to tttttt .oftwar.
lATIOC 7.04
STANDARD [AVIATION 1.76

9AAI3 ttttt WI lofty.. crIl.ria
DRAT III lof 11ot coo li 43.. ad to toeing, ti lug t

Nore .af.o.r. that con 6. adJu...1 to ituatIon
lATIOC 7.73
ITANDARD DIVIATION 1.24

9AA14 ttttt 197: lotwatioa
DRAT II: heth cutricuI. do.. 11ot lotekrate coopttttt

YISAIRSDI heth ...lout. the. 1..6 ttttt compute..
KAIAK 7.73
STANDARD [AVIATION 1.24

TAU 1 Pl.noinIf111...ion
TUT III 000pUter Curfitylup oot for ell Ioyel. of olod.n.a

YRS ttttt DI Computer currIcoluo be for .11 1.1.1t of etude..
KAIAK 7.26
STANDARD [AVIATION 1.21

TWO tttttt III Tr.lniol, .p.cill. Oral
DRAT IS: To.ch.r too k I sod too ouch

1 Computot co... for t.schoto bp focus
lATIOC 2.91
STANDARD 1:AVIATION 1.71

TAAII 1 Plossioadir..1101
IDIAT III Dlff ttttt soh. of bardware of.. in .e. school

1 Nerd.. le .cbool ohoold b. ..a.M.41.4
ATTIC 2,67
STANDARD D ttttt 101 1.71

16621 : Nerd... ...Ser
DRAT III W.I. herd.. for ...her Loot

lard.. for ...cher u.
lATIOC 7,74
ITANDAPD [AVIATION 0,94

%AAA : Nord.. r.p.ir
IINAT II: Ls1 Adlructor. c.noot r.p.ir minor poobl.s.

. Lob I b. 01. to ..pair oinor problem.
IATIOC 7.20
ITANDAID DOI/1010N 1.70

16421 Tr.iniol. ...iff. Pro.
DRAT lit Te.cher. 4 tud.sto not ttttt uf .1. of LOCO/COI

DRUMM Ta.ch. 4..1 f v.lue of L0GY/0001
!Ulan 2,64
ITAIDARD [AVIATION 1.21

16624 ttttt WI Yundiop
VAT II: No fuod, lo porch.. "ff..

: Note fuoda to porch.. sof ttttt
RATIOC 7.02
'MADAM/ [AVIATION 1.03

Tta140 ttttt MITI Inf.prstioa
Vila lit C>opoot pro..a Oat itilol1 it ttt

COopolo. Pro... b. itclod.d JO
RATIOC 7.42
ITANDAND DIVIATION 1.23

16626 1 lot Itorla
DRAT III C tttttt ...cher. tot lowolo.d in

IF tttttt 0Df Nor. co ttttt ...cher. 1.1.4 10 .0f ttttt IIVIlop
IATIOC 7.84
OTANI/AID 'AVIATION 1.72

116627 I Roof ttttt crIt.rie
DRAT III 1.1c oomb ..ud.nto %minty d I. Y.In6 camp..

later..t of 60.0. 1.01 .lud.ot. be .tioul.tod
lATIOC 2.117
STANDARD DIVIATION 1.72

VAAII ttttt KM Sof
MOAT lit 10 ttttt I. lochod .nd cannot be oodifl.d by ..sc

Sof.mre b. uolochod cod b. oodIfl.d by ...chary
lATIOC 7.70
STANDARD [AVIATION 1.64

16101 I Not e , ...I
VAT II: Lisitiod A.S... ...ilablo IO cl...o.o.

tttttt KM lo sore b.d... ..il.ble in cl. ttttt o.
IATIPC 4,64
STANDARD VITIATION 0.90

16102 tttttttt 1 lofty.. ogee..
DRAT III Llait.4 tttttt I. elsolroor.

F10710107: MOr, .of.... ...1101. lu cI ttttt oo.
lATIOC 4.13
ITAIDARD [AVIATION 0.22

TAM i lot It.rio
DIAT III LIA1. ...h.t input in .oftw.ro d...lopp.o.

t IM Y.. ...ober loput in .of 1..1o...A
IATIOC 4,17
STANDARD [AVIATION 0.13

?MAY WESKIT: fuollitm
VIAT II: lo.d.... (unlink ..1101. fur pooch..

1 Ad.... fondlnk ..mil.ble for porch..
lATIOC 4.23
STANDARD [AVIATION 0.97

1AI03 tttttttt 1 11..... att.... etilnt
DRAT III Not onougb hotly.. fot nu..° of ofoloa.

ttttttt [DI knOulh ha.... for nuober of ..udOol.
.110C A.71
NtIADAID [AVIATION 1.11
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0A006 RE/ETENTs Sof rrrrr 00 iew.
WHAT IS: No. .... ..1.1,1. ie inapropriste

Flamm. f. way for ...unir... softwore ...
HATING 4.01.

STANDARD DEVIATION 0.93

TARO? PErEDdvf: Sof rrrrr triter.
UHAT IS; Toterl 1 proNtam. uouolly poorly writao

PREOPROCP. ' tutor.1
S ATING 1.9/
STANDARD DEVIATIDO 1.16

VAIOR RCURINT; Soft.. r.viewo
WHAT 161 Too .o. ..1.1ia adels

P5000NOLD1 Slandordirotioo of tall...on ad..
RATING 1.17
STANDARD DEVIATION 1.70

VAST. PUEUNT: Training. rtifir pros
WHAT IS: Little training tat rrrrr leather nredo

PROVIORLD: Appro... fr.iola for aorber oreds
S ATING 4.27
STANDARD DEVIATION 0.72.

VAUD PUERINTI Training, ihotrurri. us.
WHAT 16; Nut rau. tarar int... in CAI

P rrr P r .17,1 Teacher 1 rrrrrrr in Cat b. 1.11..ed
S ATING 1.50
STANDARD DEVIATION 1.41

VAIII REFERENT: Soft.. rriterio
WHAT 16: Soft., tsy rrrrr taaot b. blp...ed

PALUNILD: Soft... allow Naar mate. ro be bypsooed
PATING 3.19
STANDARD DEVIATION 1.13

5AI12 REORIENT: Sofa.. . rrrrr
WHAT 160 Lioired 11.0.10. egarilato for 1.1.-us.

PREFERRED: Nor. Tiber. lireneing rrrrr eats for rultia.
RATING 3.69
STANDARD DEVIATION 1.43

/ARO i Sof ire,.
NOT 16. Software oot to r.... 005 prob..

PRIVERRLDI Software .1500 1 rrrrr ion of n. probloo.
S ATING 1.72.
STANDARD DEVIATION 1.111

VAC07 RE/FRONT: Troinia. comport, tioe
WHAT IS: Teo,. t . do not 7 prop I 1 r 10 Int ia U. 01 000

?RUED.'" T... hove Pt.. rain.% in rola.' uo.
RATING 4.29
sTAPDARD DEVIATION 0.91

TACO) Ne/CIENT: Int...tia
WHAT IS: So rrrrrr pot coos/final.d with objective.

I Sof rrrrr b. roordiated to rortiala ....
RATING 4.29
STANDARD DEVIATION 1.00

VAC04 RE/CRENT: ...ratio,
WHAT Is: Litt. mortar. 1. olararia' 00 cur,iculu°

MUM. Nor. ...ore ...a... to curriculum
MATING 4.25
STANDARD DSVIATION 0.94

TACOS REVERENT: Software .....
UNAT IS: Sof rrrrr for ...al. .. difficult to fiod

PRE rrrrr DI so rrrrrr for ...lir uo. b. rooier to fiod
B ATING 4.04
STANDARD DEVIATION 0.91

VAC06 rrrrrr NT: Troiaing, ...fir prog
WHAT IS. Teerber boa diffitolly ...log stud.00 pro...

rrrrr &NED: Teorar hove alp in tror.o. etudat pror
S ATING 1.17
STANDARD DEVIATION 1.21

TACO] rrrrrr NT: Toorber incentive.
WHAT ISt ...ate tio. for foculty to roview .....

PRI/ERRED: Ti. be David.d for foal. co ral. af rrrrr
HATING 3.67
STANDARD DEVIATION 1.17

TACOS NRIERENV: Hadar. rrrrrr Atudat
blAT I. Too 181,1. hardy.. for to. cis.

pREU.O...17 Co0,01 hoodoo. in rah clo. for tud...
MING 4.09
CUUDARD DEVIATION 1.12

SU rrrrr s Tainia. .0
WHAT ISO Tarte., r 001 coputer

rrrrr RPM Te.rhar. area. tap.. 11 rrrrrr
RATING 1.02
STANDARD DEVIATION 0.06

VARIA IIIITERICNT: Int tsar ion VACIO REORIENT% Softy.. rritorio
WHAT 18t VOAT ISO Teo... at foal,.d in dralopseot of poot al.

i
PIEVERNEDO Tatar. be ievoleed io dove...o0 of wore "fr.

S ATING 1.18 SATING 4.00
STANDARD DIVIATION 1.26 STANDARD DEVIATION 1.14

VAIIT 11E7RICNTI Tatr ioreoliva
UDAT ISO Lir.. riot for tr...0 to avelop sof

PREFERRED, Nor. cime for reorar to avoIop sof rrrrr
S ATING 1.113

STANDARD DEVIATION 1.40

SAC!! 1 rrrrrr Ts Sada. raoir
WoAT 161 flordwore ...pair tine rrrrrr Ive

: Hord.. rag., tin. b. reduced
SATING 1.16
STANDARD DEVIATION 1.15

VAII6 MOUNT: Soft.. cr... TACIT BEFUENT: Sofa.. pa..
WHAT IS: Sof... oft n of 000 071811 tp ley. ROAR ISO Tema., depond a tor rrrrr rev... of other.

POUENNID: Soft.. pay.. for 1.1.0. obility 1..1. PPEOPINED: T.... r.reive Aof rrrrr for ....
1.67 SATING 1.04

STANDARD DEVIATION 1.05 STANDARD DEVIATION 1.12

0AII7 rrrrrrrr s Software pre...
WHAT IS: Ligiad rrrrrr to 1..1 tee... for pr...

?REVLON/D. ar. ...... co loc. cache. to previ. oof .....
S ATING 1.88
STANDARD DEVIATION 005

OASIS : Sof . pit.
WHAT 16: P. mppliatioo prat.00 for a., meth .111.

PRUINNED: More oppliratfon Wt.". for bao. moth .1111.
RATING 4.61
STANDARD DEVIATION 0.56

VASI9 NURICNT, PlonoioAfdit.rtia
WHAT IS: Pl.... Arhedulia nor ..11.1. . ...pot. lob

PREFLONED: 11.11161. mrhoduling b. dealop.d por to. lob

S ATING 3.56
STANDARD DEVIATION 125

0A020 PETESENT: Planologidiatti.
WHAT IS: Superviar. don'r ay. mdequot. troinioR

PREFORRED1 Soper... boy. od.Nilat. tainia
RATING 3.17
STANDAID DEVIATION 1.56

VAC01 MOMENT: Hordwor. . rrrrr . Want
WOAT 16: Stud., do nor hov. .0ouRh tio. 00 coa

I Ad... rip+. be ollorad oludeoto on coop..
'RATING 4.17
STANDARD DEVIATION 0.79

VAC)) SECERENT0 V...". rrrrrr
togAT IS: Tee.. o rrrrr TO atdoore I. limited

PRETERITE" Tema., bovo be7 l. rrrrrr to bardwore
SATINS 4.00
STANDARD DEVIATION 0.95

VAC14 5EFERENTO Soft.. avia.
VOAT IS: Tat.. not owor. of oof rrrrr mvisiloble

PICTURED: Tea... b. ood. f sof rrrrr
RATING 1.50
STANDARD DEVIATION 1.06

TACO sEr rrrrr 0 Plooningfdit.rtio,
WOAT IS: Schedulial d0 .. nst provid. .0001 handovon

rrrrr INED: Schedulie. provide loor. hoodo-oo ........
RATING 4.06
STANDARD DEVIATION 0.116

VAC. REFERENT: Sof... c.o..
WOAT 161 Softw.re ond do rrrrr l.rion nor oar fliadly

NORD: Sof... .nd do rrrrr totioe b. ova over frirodIy
RATING 1.77
STANDARD DEVIATION 1.20

VACII 5E0000ENT1 PlonnialOdiartioo
WHAT ISO Schedulia doe. not provid. for a. rrrrrrr d Atud

rheduleas provid. for alo d otudeat
S ATING 3.00
6:ANDARD DEVIATION 1.11
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TAUS 111rtIlthtt 1 io.
WHAT lilt sssss don't eart nerd. of @Cu sssss with weried p

t Other waterisle be developed for wari.d exprriente
RATINO 3.50
STANDARD VITIATION 1.01

VACIV 11Ir sssss t rlsnyingfdirettion
VPAT IS: Po lystem-oide toetAleatian of COFPUtec ed

. la oyatoo-4146 trer01,11on of copputer ed
RATING 1.19
STANDARD DIVIAT1OP 1.16

VAC70 Ntr sssss sssss re repel,
WPAT 1St Little caopunicatioel h sssss n user and repoirrr

Pore tovounIcatIves brlween uoer Ned trpoltre
RATING 7.79
STANDARD DLVIATIDP 1.72

VAC71 AlrtRANT: Taschar incentives
1INAT IS: Little Cloo for ihtst-etoff teeneoi@eliehe

tttt t tt 1Dt Tie@ bo provided for iotrt-ateff itstiona
RATING 3.57
STANDARD [AVIATION 1.12

TAM I Software
WPAT IS: Troche,. un sssss of lofty., amellable locollp

Teacher@ esed to be owe, of wbst I. @mailable lot
RATING 3.92
STANDARD DLV1ATIOP 1.18

VADOI IttrtlaNTt Nod int
VHAT IS: :fondling ttttt icla was of ht I. putcbelod

: loading mot itt w@ of what I. portbssed
IATIPG 3.55
SIANDARD VITIATION 1.10

VADO7 IttrtIthtt Soft.", topic.
WPAT IS: Pe variety eoftwara "Wahl@ for boric ath drill

FR tttttt D: I. more marled loft.... for beaic ath drill
RATING 3.43
ATANDARD 1:AVIATION 1.18

VADOl ItIrlIght: Tcsioing, cooputar usa
1INAT 1St Tasthora Toms. ceoputare

rililrA1111Dt Taatbmte net fear coup ttttt
SATING 4.17
STANDARD DAV1ATIOP 0.19

VADO4 IttrittliTt Sollomto topic@
WPAT 1St StudeOta vs.6 1i vocabulary sod ob

: Softy". few ...billowy sod dealieS with she fig.
RATING 7.91
slANDAID VITIATION 1.15

VA005 I R ttttt re tttttt . sludaot
WPAT 1St Lmck Of bArdwara available for taschorm and

r1IrARIILD: Per@ h evmilable for teacher@ and
OPTING 4.32
SIANDAID VITIATION 0.117

VADO6 Atriltlept Trmigiog, I lea up.
WNAT 1St raw oath tamcketa know bow to leach with computer

All oath teacher@ know bow to teach with ceoputer
RATING 4.50
STANDARD 1/AVIATION 0.55

VADO7 US 2 SO tttttt topic@
wfur 161 Little ee tttttttttttt ins :rabies solving

t Softwre to teach Probleo oelvieR
RATING 4.17
STANDARD DIVIATION 0.13

VADOS NArtlISOT: Softy., topic@
WPAT 1111 Tau moth dtill .0.1 ',motif* sells..

: Mote @oftener ec dgoelor 04fq. 018
RATING 3.42
STANDARD 1:AVIATION 1.30

VADO9 ItArtlrhtt $ ber
WPAT 1St Po berdwara for [3.06,00p darer: ttttt ions

r1 tttttt Dt I. b tttttt dsminned foe clmaaroom demon ttttt lee@
RATING 3.96
STANDARD DAVIATION 1.76

VADIO IttrAllthlt Hardware tttttt . teacher
limAr lit Coop ttttt not available for teacher uor

tttttt 111Dt Coop ttttt be med. available fot teacher use
SATING 3.12
STANDARD DEVIATION 0.92

VAD11 lar ttttt t Teacher local:lives
vopf 1St Teacher@ do not hmve tioe to try vow idees

I Teachers haw* tip. to try oaw
SATING 3.96
STANDARD DAVIATIDP 1.15
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rArIr ttt r tt HI: Sof ttttt rrelemo
VHAI lit Pot annullb ler tttt lave bern re@irmed

PST ttt ttt Dt Pore groups be Ctalord to review left....
NAI1NG 3.33
S IAPDARD DEVIATION 1.15

VADI3 ttttttttt Ireiniog. instruotioe oar
IINAI 1St Teach., don't Yowle mbal otharo doing ly lyolen

ras led arrimitiem of tracbrrm b. shared
PAYING 3.79
SIAPbAllb DtVIAIION 1.77

0A010 IRIVIUNIt So ttttt r tritrrir
111661 1S: So I. col modular or orange...16bl.

: So tttttt ne 'nodular end ttttt portablr
RATING 1.11
SIAPDARD DeVIAITOM 0.97

VANS MINOT: Se tttttt criteria
WI IS: Soft... tannot bp oodifird by class:pow tracber

ttttt HUD: Fof ttttt be oPee to vodifitotion hy teacbrr
SATING 3.61
SIAPDARD byVtAlipm 1.70

VADI6 NUMMI: Cutricolus
tOtAl lit

PPLIERAID:
RATING 2.19
SIANDAID DTVIATIOA 1.36

0A017 RLYSILMI: planningldirrction
UNAI IS: GarrquIrr I. Ore eimuord

P ttt t tt VD: Col:queer use bp tlarified
NAI1NG 3.23
STANDARD DtVIAIlDN 1.54

VADIP 7. So heti@
UNAI IS: !Peening now oftware is Cue difficult

Harrill:1D: May@ 01 learning yew sof be leptemed
SATING 3.76
STANDARD DrVIAIION 1.37

VAD19 ittIZRAPTt 81@noleg/directioo
WRAI IS: Skills needed by ttttt eta eel Idol:rifled

ttttt IlIttift Skill@ n ttttt by mtudarta be idoetiflod
NATIRG 3.93
STANDARD 0191ATIOP 1.77

VAD70 SLISIENT, istdmate ttttt a. elude.,
ONAT IS: Tilers i no equity .r ... or cooputsw 1..1

RIMER SID t I. equity ea ttttttt me,. of computer I . b

SATING 7.11
STANDARD WIATION 7.12

VAD71 littglgett Plonning/ditectioo
WilAT 1St Oaclaat goal. 'sang cosputor lit. basic oat!, pro

1.1.2 ttttt Dt Glorified Reel@ @smog litoroty. bmalc ...b.! prog
RATING 3.58
SIANDAID DEVIATION 1.25

V6072 NUMMI, Software topic@
PRAT 1St raw good simuIelion eoftwara ',To ttttt

Pit : Per@ good ioultiop sof Pt.
RATIOS 3.92
111APDAID DIA:Imo:1 0.93

TAW ttttt Slat Sof ttttt topic@
WHAT IS: raw good tulotial loftwora ptograos

ttttt 1111IDt fla sore guod tutorial softwate p ttttt we
S ATING 3.96
STANDARD DEVIATION 0.96

V6024 RLITIENT: So
vputr 1s: Much moftwate pro ttttt d end totaled law@ mncleog

rr tt P. tt tp: Softy., be sore accelsable a@li law, sore 1.01.00
AATING 3.17
SIAPDAID DIVIAIIDP 1.47

06075 ittItIlthtt 0 t pie.
WHAT IS: Little diagnostit sOS Prrocriptima software

tttt L t SLD: Pore dlelnostic and p ttttt iptiwp 60p ttttt
067160 3.60
S TAPDAID DEVIATION 1.19

11/A01 ttttt Sett Pardwate ttttttt atodsot
WNAT 1St raw coopuista svailsble for slew 9 el

I Pore coop t for el lasatooll

SATING 4.45
STANDARD I:MATZOS 0.73

118A02 ttttt SAT. 1/ bet
WilAT 1St Taalhere have ne stream durinA planolng periods

: co.p t be /fellable for leachl le plchlimg
SATING 4.17
STANDARD DEVIATION 0.65
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6A01 RITZIEST: Trsinlog, pecifie pros
UNAT 15: T.scbr. ball fu .6111. in usini s.n.oesleot pro's

T.ocbars be troioed lo usloS m
SATING 1.16
STANDAID DgVIATION 1.26

VA04 RIMINI, lot ..... leo
WilAT 19t Sof . lo7c4 witb topic./

INEDt Soften, be cort.l.t.d ultb topic./
SATING 6.10
STAPDAID DEVIATION 0.16

VA05 REVEIENT1 Sof ttttt pr.01..
98A3 15t Frodue.r. don't ollou previ.c befor. purch.te

1 Produc.rs Wow 51.01.. 6.70,0 pUrchs..
RATING 6.19
STANDAID DEVIATION 0.19

0506 REVEIENTI Sof ttttt rovi.uo
WHAT 15t Sof ttttt cal 105. do Oat deacr lb . 0001101 u. 1 1

PREFEIPED: C ttttttt $770014. b.tt.r d.scriptions of .of t
RATING 1.45
STAPDAID DEVIATION 1.20

VA02 REVEIENT: Sof ttttt 10070.
NHAT Is, Little sof ttttt for h..le olsillo in o.r: oolb

ttttttt ED* Hare oftware for boric obills in 1.0.101 0.01
RATING 1.91
STAPDAID DEVIATION 1.15

VAOS REVEIENT: Trolniog, cooput.r uo.
WHAT ISO Little tr.lolos In u.. of coop ttttt av.11able

tt ED* Training be proold.d in ur. of &callable coop ttttt
RATING 6.47
STANDAID DEVIATION 0.90

V9A19 NEFEIENT: t.sch.r
WHAT IS: Teach... ...not afford to buy . COITUtft for poor

t TOIl st.te 11.15 t.acber. buy boo. cos:outer,
MATING 2.611
ITANDARD DEVIATION 1.16

119A70 PEFIPENT1 9 t0Ien.
WHAT 10t Cooputer. not 8.11.61 to .tUdelit. 001501. c1..

I 11 t UI e lit . 14 v. ..... to coypu t. r . to t honvor It ,.tc
RATING 7.411
STANDARD OtVIATION 0.99

1111121 PEMENT: t.sch.r
WHAT IS: feu t.achrs bay. to . 0000Utet

..... PILD: Nor. te.ch.r0 b.y. arc... to d.v.lop
RATING 7.55
STANDAID DtVIATION 1.14

111122 Sof ..... cri1.11.
WNAT 15: Much oaf ..... not al .tud.nt 1.0.1

lof b. ppropri.t. for for.nd.d stud.nt
IATINg 7.52
STANDAID DEVIATION 1.71

IIVA21 FEVEPENT: Tr ining, in.t roc flan ti.e
WHAT IS: CoopUtet co.... hot educ.liou-ofi.nl.d

..... $1170t Coll.lte cour.e. b. clar.r000 trIesonl
IsTINg 1..09

STANDARD DEVIATION 0.92

111124 1171Er',"; Traininl, computer u.e
WHAT IS: Nato le.ch.ro .te ofraid of cooP

PIEPLPIED: T..:11,01 9. provided to help 1.005.1 ov.rcon. f...
RATING 7.52
STANDARD DEVIATION 1.04

WVA09 NEVEIENT: 11.rduare .eces.. t.acher 119A25 ....... TI Ref ..... criteria
ONAT 16: Hoot t.acbers do not boor p.r.on.I conputer DRAT ill: Rofter.r. not Iny ...., frieodly

litEp 1 Hone t.scb . hove t h. I r own color. ..... t boo. Iof 1 low r ttid O to to wort indela ly
2.15 IATINg 7.93

STANDARD DEVIATION 1.19 STANDARD DEVIATION 1.29

WVAIO REVEIENT: Tralnios. instruction ure
SPAT 15: T.acbero lac& Isnowledge for 08101 coop le clo

IIIED: Hor. training ond ob.rios of w.yo to Ole coop ttttt
RATING 6.72
STANDAID DEVIATION 0.15

01901 : Nor ..... ace.... tudeot
WIIAT IS: lo.ufficiant noob.r of couput.rs

1 A lab with ouffieleot ousbar Of .0.. .....
IATINg 4.00
STAMP!, DEVIATION 1.311

WVAII 9E0EIE6T1 Sof ..... ACC.. 59502 1188711781 V troche,
ONAT 15: ct copyin1 of oftw.r. fOr .11 els WHAT 11I: 000 eocbet As0. CoUpulet. for 100trOot100.1 uo

IPED: Prod ..... allow te.ch.ro to cOpy for .11 io els.. : Wore teach." boo. coop ..... .9.11.1.1. for lootroc
RATING 1.10 RATING 4.60
STANDAID DEVIATION 1.40 ITAAVAID VEvlATION 0.48

WVA12 PETEIENTt 8..A.A.A .c ..... stud.nt 1191101 ..... ENT: tutleot
WHAT 15: Pat .000111 001p,ter. (Or C18..0000 Of .104.01. WHAT I 5: .... *et. b.v. no ...... beyond r.91: I ar c I a.

. I FED t 16 5 ell I In ciao. be accoseolisted by consul." 1 SUP.T.1.ed 146 ...1111.ble for .9tro wort by stud.01
SATING 4.16 IIATINC 4.36
STANDARD DEVIATION 1.10 STANDARD DIVIATION 0.21

WVAI3 NEVEIENT: le ..... [ism 1091104 ..... ENT: Nof ..... r.vi.u.
911AT IS: Not tier to .... coup ..... la 1 .90 lar c Ia.. WHAT lgt No way of .0.010109 .of . by .ubject

IPEDI Tier b. ocbodul.d for 0.0.47.1700 4 r.inforceoent SIMPIED, lc cstslog of al:ft.:re by .91.01
SATING 140 IATINg 3.07
STAPDAID DEVIATION 1.15 STANDAID DEVIATION 1.31

WVA14 REFEIENT: 1004101
ONAT IS: Low fuoding for hardu.r./.oftw.r. porcbs.e

PP ttttt 711 More funds for b tttttt eloof ttttt purcbas.
RATING 4.419

STANDAID DEVIATION 0.19

9VAI1 SEVENINTO lot.br.tlon
WHAT 15: Coop ttttt are not in t ed iota the cnrrlculuo

997/711170. Coop ttttt b. 101.51.1.4 into 4.717 000 .ells
1.40

STANDAID DEVIATION 1.15

119001 NEVERENTI PlsonioS/direction
MOAT 111: No cooputer ......c s p.raonnel avallabl.

FIEVE6170, Tb.t cosputer 00u0ce person I. slallable
IATINC 1.26
STANDAID DEVIATION 0.111

1101106 PECEIENT: 7rainini, .Pecific PtoI
SPAT 15: Leck knOW3.1160 Of little beyond D & V sof .....

1 Training to 1.0.1, ObOut typ.a of .0f .....
RATINC 3.91
STANDAID /AVIATION 1.16

WVA16 57071E0TI Sof ..... crit.ri. 119101 SEVE9EMT1 lot.sratioo
111:11T 15: Sof ..... 40. 001 .1111e cps1i I I t lea of coput.r WHAT IS: No .... r.l.tiog cooput.r 0.0 co ba.ic abilla

: Software b ..... ut.. of color, .n itat I ao , etc ...... RED* T.atbooll. re lot int rovputIr u.... nd b. lc .5111.
RATIIIG 2.64 KATIPC 7.92
SUM:AID DCWIATION 1.33 STANDARD DEVIATION 1.22

14Al2 IS ttttt T. I

SWAT 16: No proble o Iv In by compute, 10 tett
01109111.1/: Coput probl. anlvint b included in ...la

WING 7.71
I:TANI:ASO DEVIATION 1.07

WAIS Ig ttttt T: Te.cber incentive.
WHAT IS: Cooputer cl ttttt not requirod of .ducatio. .tudent

011011170: Cooputer cl be d.gr.e r.sul tttttt
IATIPC 7.51
ITANDAID DEVIATION 1.21

99108 NEVENENT: Troining. in ..... lino u...
URAT 15t Nu t..eher. tr.inin. In cl.....o. us. of coopuler

05E/591110t All te.cher. be tr.ined in classroom u.. of ragout
N9:194 4.17
STANDAID DEVIATION 1.14

116109 ........ : Trolnios. Ina ..... len ure
111IAT 151 Colles. provid. littl. I. 1 ional urn

PRIIIAPED: Collegeo provid por. cour.e. In lo.ttuctioo.1 us.
SATING 4.17
STANDAID DEVIATION 0.97

7 8-
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Appendix C
Description of Brochures
Addressing Priority Needs

By classroom teachers, for classroom teachersthat's what makes the
Microcomputers for Teachers Series unique. Resulting from a project that
originally set out to provide help to secondary teachers of mathematics, the set of
ten brochures proved to be applicable to all teachers using microcom puters for
instruction.

The project began with a set of needs assessment conferences in the four
states of AEL's region. A group of teachers in each state worked with A EL staff to
generate lists of need statements, which they then ranked according to the felt
personal intensity of the need and the potential impact on education if the need
were met. Although the order varied from state to state, all four state groups
considered "most important" needs to be 1) hardware access for students, 2)
competency training for teachers, 3) integrating computers into curriculum, and
4) considerations about software.

Some 90 conferees attended the needs assessment meeting. They carne
from very small to quite large high schools, junior highs, and elementary schools.
More than three-quarters came from suburban or rural communities, and slightly
more women than men participated. Almost all were classroom teachers who
had used microcomputerssome only in a laboratory setting, some in class-
rooms only, and some in a combination. Nearly half had used them to teach
mathematics and a fourth to teach only programming and/or computer literacy.

A representative panel of eight teachers form that original group came
together for a second conference where four computer consultants presented
their interpretations of the assessment findings. They then served as facilitators
of small groups that developed guidelines for position papers in the four need
areas, using group discussion and problem solving techniques.

Following that conference the consultants wrote papers, and the eight
teachers came together one final time to react to the papers and to identify the
brochures to be written and disseminated to teachers and other educators.
Recalling their own problems and looking both pragmatically and idealistically at
schools, they decided what kinds of guides and cautions teachers might need in
the exciting but hazardous world of microcomputers.

Mike and Mini Computer Mice serve as insightful if somewhat insouciant
guides to the series of ten brochures, the titles, topics and purposes of the
brochures follow.

1. A POCKET GLOSSARY FOR COMPUTER-EASE is offered as the first
step to computer literacy. BPS, CPS, RAM, DOSyou could drown in the
alphabet soup. Unfamiliarity with the jargon is a large part of technophobia; not
understanding the language puts you in alien territory. Dozens of books about
computers include glossaries, but they are not readily portable. The POCKET
GLOSSARY terms were carefully selected to give the uninitiated both an
introduction and a handy future reference to this newest of technologies for the
classroom.

2. TECHNOTAL.K: SORTING OUT CAI, CBI, AND CMI poses at least some
of the major questions that should be resolved before you and your school or
district decide what hardware to purchase. Computer Assisted Instruction (CAI ),
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Computer Based Instruction (CBI) and Computer Managed Instruction (CMI)
are simply and clearly defined. A glimpse of future directions and some sources
of additional information complete the brochure.

3. COMPUTER CURRICULUM: WHAT WILL LOOK LIKE? helps
you design computer curricula to suit your school Vvi,rit are y,Jur priorities?
Literacy? Remediation? Both? Neither? This brocipJ;.,1 takes a teacher per-
spective on how to avoid the all-too-common situation of a. curriculum serving
the needs of the computer, instead of the other way around.

4. HICCUPS, BURPS AND GROANS: MAYBE YOU CAN FIX IT YOURSELF
deals with basic maintenance of your hardware. Most of the problems with
today's microcomputers can be dealt with by checking for loose plugs, swapping
drcuit boards, cr perforirdng a simple housekeeping chore like cleaning a sticky
key. A 0-tip and a little pure alcohol can be as good as a $60 service calland a
lot faster. Waiting for days while a machine is in for minor repairs contributes to
the bad reputation computers have in some circles; this brochure can help you
avoid such aoravation.

5. SOFTWAfri: CHOOSING AND USING. Deciding whether to use
software as part of your instructional plan comes first. Then you must decide
what software to use. Whether you are part of a review and selection committee
for the total school or district, or are choosing from software available in your
school's media center, this brochure can help. It sets out some criteria for review,
alerts you to some of the pitfalls in relying on professional reviewers, and
provides a number of software resources.

6. DON'T SALT YOUR FRENCH FRIES WHILE YOU'RE USING THE
COMPUTER can save you untold grief. If you didn't already know that running
the vacuum close to your operating computer can wipe out a diskette, this
brochure is for you. How you should store diskettes, when you should make
back-ups, why you shouldn't place your monitor screen in direct sunlightall
this and more is part of Don't Salt..."

7. PIRACY OFF THE HIGH SEAS. Fow issues are more hotly debated than
that of what constitutes theft of computer software. Teacher as exemplar,
multiple-licensing agreements, software copyright law, and unauthorized
intrusion into data bases are among issues dealt with in this brochure that looks
at legal and ethical issues in computer education.

8. TEACHING TEACHERS ABOUT COMPUTERS. Teacher attitudes
toward computers vary from virtual technophobia to "I can't wait to get my hands
on one." Planning and developing in-service for such diverse audiences is not
easy; this brochure includes topics that should be on the training agenda,
alternative delivery methods, and enticements for the teacher who suffers from
keyboard anxiety. The importance of using the technology to teach the
technology is basic to the brochure.

9. EXPECTATIONS IN COMPUTER IN-SERVICE delineates who is
responsible for what to assure high quality continuing teacher education in the
use of the newest technology. What teachers can do for themselves, what
support they should expect from their administrators, and how to go about
getting the support needed from the extended school family are all part of this
treatment of the important subject of expectations.
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10. COMPUTER EQUITY MAY BE ELUSIVE. The microcomputer may be a
tool for equal access to quality education the like of which we have never
imagined. But there is evidence that use of the present supply of micros is at best
uneven, and possibly outright biased against females, minorities, economically
disadvantaged and certain ability groups. This brochure looks at practices that
lead to unfair allocation of computer resources in our schools.


